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Preface 
Sherwood Anderson's position as an important figure in Ameri-
can literature is a secure one. ~'.iinesburg, Ohio and several of his 
tales are established as minor American classics which, unlike many 
classics, are still widely read; and although he left a relatively 
small body of first-rate work, the quality of that work has assured 
him a significant and lasting place in twentieth-century literature. 
Anderson's plays represent a little-known facet of his career and, 
indeed, in relation to the whole of his literary output the plays 
are insignificant. They arc interesting to a student of Anderson, 
however, because they give insight into both his personal life and 
his literary career. 
This study begins with a chronological account of Anderson's 
interest in ~raxa and the theater. In it I have tried to show that 
Anderson's playwriting was one of several attempts in his later life 
to' reinforce his waning rep~tation. Chapter Two presents a com-
parison of the plays and tte related stories, with emphasis on the 
process of adapting for the stage. In the final chapter I have 
attempted to analyze Anderson's dramatic technique as displayed in 
his published plays. 
I wish to express rr.y appreciation to those who have helped me 
in preparing this paper. Mrs. Sherwood Anderson of Marion, Virginia, 
suggested to me possible sources of information·for my topic and· al-
so let rr.e use four unpublished manuscripts by Anderson. Jasper 
Deeter of the Hedgerow Theatre, Paoli, Pennsylvania, talked with me 
iv 
about Anderson's interest in the theater and thus provided much in-
formation that is not available in any of the biographies of.Ander-
son. 
The staff of the University of Richmond library, and especially 
Mrs. Betty Spencer, have co-operated greatly by locating hard-to-
find books and articles for me. 
Dr. G. O. Gunter of the Engli?h Department, University of Rich-
mond, has been extremely helpful by reading the rough draft of this 
paper and offer~ng sugcestions for improvement, especially those 
concerning the Conclusion. 
My especial thanks are extended to Dr. Welford.D~ .Taylor_·of! 
the English Department, University of Richmond. It was because of 
his inte~est in Sherwood Anderson that he suggested the topic of 
this paper. I am indebted to him for his knowledge of Anderson 
materials which saved me much time in research and his sharing of 
ideas which helped me formulate a working.outline for the pap~r. 
I also appreciate his careful perusal of the rough draft and his 
cocments suggesting corrections and improvements for this final 
copy. 
B. H. R. 
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Chapter I 
Anderson's Interest in the Theater 
Sherwood Anderson published only a few plays and, beside his 
lasting contributions to American literature (such as Wineaburg, 
Ohio), these plays are of little literary value. To the student 
of Anderson, however, they are important not only because they re-
fleet one of the many facets of Anderson's interest in literature 
but also because, near the end of his life, his dramatic attempts 
reflect concern for his literary career. Although his interest in 
the theater began early, he turned to the writing of plays later 
when he suffered through long periods of time in which he could 
not create the kind of fiction which he justly felt was ~is true 
calling. Anderson's en~husiasm for the theater was genuine and 
seexin~ly not initiated by hope of monetary gain. However, his 
dramatic attempts, alonf, with his political and newspaper activi-
ties of the thirties, are probably most accurately viewed as an 
effort by Anderson to revive ~he urge.to create and to regain his 
slipping reputation. 
A~derson's initial interest in theater was influenced by 
Jacques Copeau, t~e French critic, actor, manager, and producer, 
who visited Anderson in 1917 while he was in America with his play-
ers of the Vieux Columbier Theatre of Paris. In later years their 
visit wos recalled by Anderson in his Memoirs. In this account 
Anderson stated that Copeau wanted to dramatize the ~inesburg 
+- • Svories, for he believed that these tales were the first full rich 
2 
expression of sometriing he, a foreigner, felt about A~erican life. 
The two men ~ere going to write the play together; they wandered 
through the streets of Chicago so that the Frenchman might o~serve 
the city's life "over the back fences," and all the time they talked 
of the ~aking of the play. Copeau would make one of his broad ges-
tures: "Oh, the t!"lea ter, theater! It should bring all of this in. 
Life should come pulsatin~ into tne theater froffi the very streets. 
Try Sherwoodiu. You must try. Who knows. There is a great new 
drama here, in A~erica. You may be the American dramatist. You 
1 
may be it ·..,ithout knowing that you are." With that the thought 
was put into Anderson's head. 
The Winesburg play, which Anderson was to do with Copeau, nev-
er materialized, but the idea of being "the American dramatist" 
lingered for a time. Anderson began going to the theater. Through 
a friend, John Emerson, he secured a job in New York in tha fall of 
1918, as a publicity man for a large movie company. While working 
at the studios Anderson did not try to write any movies, for ''the 
whole thing seemed too wonderful to me. 2 I went about in a daze." 
He felt~ however, that the r'.lovies were "a greo.t door opening113 for 
the actor and the play maker--a medium that allowed the ima3ination 
to roam unfettered over the world. Short stories, even novels 
could be done in pictures. An ordinary man's life could be put on 
~ 
~Sherwood Anderson, Sherwood Anderson's Memoirs (New York, 
1942)' p. 303. 
2 .... , -zo· ~·, P• .J ?• 
3r .. -010. 
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the screen and everyone could understand "how accidental life is, 
how men are blown about like dry leaves before a wind, some called 
1 good,' 4 others 1 bad. 111 Before everyone's eyes the little decep-
tions of life could be expo3ed and destroyed. 
This was ~ time of inner excitement for Anderson, who thought 
he might get a chance to write his kind of stories for the movies. 
But he was soon disillusioneo, for the seemingly open door closed 
as entertainment alone becar::e the dominant the:ne of moviemaking. 
He realized that money, in the studios as in advertising, was the 
ruling force--making both actor and playwright subservient. This 
fact hastened Anderson's decision not to write for fil~s. 
And so, for a long period of time, there was little thought 
of the stage. In a letter to the American writer Mary Austin in 
1923, in which he men tioL.s Copeau' s influence, he adds: "Whenever. 
I go to the the:;ter, I shudder at the notion [of writing drama] • 
I've a fancy myself that anything I have to give can be given as 
a tale teller as well as any other way."'./ However, some of the 
Frenchman's enthusiasm must have lingered, f~r two years later in 
a letter to Laurence Stallings, the ~ramatist and journalist, 
Ander.son asked that Stallings "look through my stuff" in a search 
for possible dramatic material. Evidently there was no positive 
reply and once again, from 1925-1932, Anderson's theater ambitions 
lay dormant aa major changes occurred in his artistic and personal 
4 I'h. d 
...,i • 
)u 1·• 
n • "• • Jones 
Anderson (3oston, 
and W. B. Rideout, editors, Letters of 
1953), p. 107. 
Sherwood 
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life. These changes were, for the most part, motivated by his de-
sire to regain the cre0tive urge and to restore his failing critical 
image--the same desire which motivated his renewe~ interest in the 
theater in 1932. 
In the early part of this period, Anderson split with the pub-
lishing firm of Ben Huebsch and signed a contract with Horace Live-
right. He was to be paid $100.CO per week as a drawing account 
against royalties and was to get fifteen per cent of the retail 
price and ten per cent frorn Modern Library reprints. Tbus Anderson 
would have the security he longed for and would not have to waste 
writing time on money-making lecture tours. The only drawback was 
that he was obligated to deliver one full-length work each year. 
Liveri8ht's abilities as a "book salesman" were affirmed when the 
writer's income suddenly increased after the new contract was 
signed. Dark LauRhter (192~) was ~ade Anderson's best selling 
book--a public success that he never again achieved. 
In July 1925, Anderson and Elizabeth, his third wife, first 
visited Marion, Virginia, where in one of his afternoon travels 
he discovered a cabin beside Ripshin Creek, in a small UFland val-
ley near Troutddle. By October, when his finances had begun to 
improve and he had started on another lecture tour, he and Eliza-
beth planned to buy the far~ and build a house there. Construction 
on the house began in the spring of 1926, and, when completed, the 
cost of ~10,COO, actually very little for the space provided and 
the quality of the workmanship. involved, represented al~ost all of 
Anderson's capital. He k~ew, however, that he could always raise 
5 
~oney by lecturing; the i~portant fact was that his house was now 
a reality. 
Somehow, with the building of the house, the urge to write had 
lesGened and almost disappeared. Anderson had been too excited 
while watching the construction to concentrate on writing and then 
had felt too guilty to proceed from any of the many starts he made 
on a never-completed novel. His second trip to Europe was taken, 
in the winter of 1926-1927, so that he might possibly regain the 
lost impulse to write and obtain a fresh approach to his work. 
6 
This "frantic attempt to pull away from dead center" was not sue-
cessful, for even after returning to ~ipshin, the image of artistic 
failure continued to haunt him. This sense of failure was height-
ened by the death of his brother Earl, whose poignant endeavor to 
become a painter syrr.bolizeci to Anderson his own search for literary 
achieverr.ent. 
For a time his ar~istic spirit lay quiescent, although in 
1927 he did publish Tes:ament, a collection of poems, most 
of which h~d been writ~en in the early twenties. Moreover, Ander-
son was goin~ through ~he trial of directing the lives of his two 
sons; a discord was beginning between him and Elizabeth, caused 
by their basic temperamental differences; and his contract with 
Liveright to produce a work each year was especially disturbing. 
So, through the surncer of 1927, Anderson struggled to write but 
6R. L. White, edi~or, The Achieve!'!'l.ent of Sherwood Anderson 
(Chapel Hill, 1966), p. 129 •. 
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was "hardly able to do more than string_ together single-sentence 
paragraphs that were almost individual cries of pain. 117 
Anderson spent much time worKing on the far~ and even beca~e 
interested in mushroo~s as a new hobby. But because his writing 
~ould not flow, he wanted some act~vity besides farming. He tried 
to fill his periods of creative inactivity with letter writing, but 
eventually he decided th~t he must leave the secluded farm. He 
felt that a job (other than a routine business job, which would 
leave him no time to write) would involve hi~ with others and would 
prompt his lagging inspiration. 
In the fall of 1927, the ideal position apFeared. Two country 
.nev:.spapers, the Smythe County -News(Republican) and the Marion Demo-
.. -· .... _ -
crat were on sale in Marion. With financing by his friend 3urton 
E~mett, Anderson bought themi hoping that country journalism would 
be the ideal way of re-entering the social contacts that had pro-
voked his better wri ti::..g. 'ro Jotn .Andersor., he acimi t ted that. he 
bousht them 11 beca.usc·, having nothing to do b~t write, I found my-
self unable to cio thut. 118 Soon the dark mood vanished. As he re-
gained the urge to create he exulted to Emmett, "J..s I suspected 
the moment I had something else to do I began wanting to write. 119 
Although'he did articles fpr ma~azines and began a novel, he was, 
? Ibid. 
8 I,etters, p. 182. 
9 · 1 e·. r y·· ·~ ,i Anderson: James Schevil , _,~,,-;~ ,\__,o ... 
(Denver, 1951), p. 246. 
His Life and Work 
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during the last ~onths of 1927 and the whole of 1928, content to 
be reporter, editor, and publisher of the pLJpers. In July 1928, 
he told Gertrude Stein, "All the work I am doing is the paper. It 
. b d . l" f 1110 is a usy an amusing i e. 
In 1929 Anderson published a collection of his newspaper writ~ 
ings entitled Hello Towns. Although this volume has of necessity 
much of the transient quality of reportage, it retains interest in 
so~e respects. In writing a dreamlike flow of small town life, 
Anderson returned to his early ideas of structure. Hello Towns 
frequently rises above mere reportage in the touches of fantasy 
which go behind the placidity of the small town inhabitants, and 
portray the queer twists of imagination brought about by the same-
ness of daily life. Temporarily, the newspapers solved Anderson's 
problem by lifting hi~ into the stream of life. The understanding 
of village life--the ability to see "the humorous side of tragedy, 
and the tracic side of humor"--seen in Bello Towns rr.ark it as a 
return to the days of '.hine.sbllr5, Ohio, with a greater rr.aturity. 
Al though the book was not a financial success·, Anderson considered 
it an artistic achievemer-it, an<i it set a standard for coun1:ry jour-
nalism. Its fragmentary quality may be a result not only of 
Anderson's life and the nature of newspaper work, but also of the 
tecper of the nation in the yeer 1929. 
D · t~e twent~e~ Anderson had had little interest u:-ins .. ... ~ in poli-
.... 
-.l.CS. Alt~ough he sycpathized with the working class, he had 
lOI'I--' . ~-, p. 247. 
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remained aloof fro~ participation in political activities. Even 
during ~orld War I Anderson had been concerned mainly with his lit-
erRry strug8les and seemed content to leave the political world 
alone. However, the disaster of 1929 changed not only his belief 
that the best govern~ent governs least, but also his distrust in 
grou-; action. 
Behind the national tra~edy lay a personal crisis: in the 
first months of 1929 he and ~lizabeth separated. And, too, he was 
still plagued with the inability to do satisfactory creative work. 
Altho~6h he had been enthusiastic about his newspapers, h~ had con-
sidered thee only a stopgap--a lead back into contact with the 
i~agination. As he continually brooded over the decline of his 
creative powers and his personal relations, Anderson wrote to 
Ferdinand ana Clara Sc~evill: 
To tell the trutt, I have been this year more dis-
pirited that I ever rc~ernber to have oeen. That made 
me deter~ined to fight it out with myself, if I could •••.• 
There was a great temptation to throw everything up 
and try something new, as I haci done so often before1--b 't~' J_ a new place, a new wo~an, a new ooK o write, etc. 
Anderson left Ripshin in December and re~urned to Chicago. 
Ee was writing Beyond Desire (to be published in 1932) and he des-
perately needed the assurance that the success of the book would 
bring. 11 I think you know, Horace," he ~:rote to Liveright, "that I 
have to have this book right, not only on account of its chances 
~ 'l+" of success, but also because or myse -· I want to whip out of ce 
11Letters, P• 194. 
9 
this sense of defeat I have had. 1112 As in other instances, the 
course of his own life was foreshadowed by the role portr~yed by 
one of his characters. J:.,Lrn iied Oliver in Beyond Desire, Anderson 
cnrr.e out of the village to cha:npion the cause of the working rr:an 
a·nd to becorr.e a reformer. He reali~ed that he needed to find some 
objective intere~t in the outer world, some cause which would lead 
his thoughts from concentration upon his disturbed self. The social 
crisis of 1929-1930, which was permeating the country, provided 
this interest, but the ihtensity wi~h which he turned to it was due 
to the influence of Eleanor Copenhaver. 
Miss Copenhaver, reared in a cultivated Marion family; was a 
social worker who had risen to become the Industrial Secretary of 
the YWCA. Through her activities in the Southern labor ~ovement 
she helped give Anderso& a deep insight into the problems of women 
factory workers. Soon, ou their trips through the South, he saw 
at first hand the conditions of the mills in the small towns; a~d 
he began enlisting aid for the cause of the workers. Anderson 
often found himself speaking at mill-town str.ike rallies ar .. d, be-
cause he instinctively turned to the back-country language of the 
workers, he quickly managed to reach an inti~ate rapport with his 
audier:ces. By the middle or' 1930, Anderson was able to write the 
Schevills: "I do seem to rr.yself alive again and wish you could 
see me now, rather than have the memory of me as I was last win-
ter •••• I did right to go to the factories. I'm going back to 
12Ib.; , 
___::.!!·, p. 200. 
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::hem this v:inter. 1113 
If his feelings for Eleanor deepened his interest in industrial 
problems, it was the mill strike at Danville, Virginia, beginning 
on September 29, 1930, that brought him to the heart of the labor 
strug;le. The Communists were active in the strike and Anderson 
commended their action on the part of the workers. His sympathy 
for their movement reached its peak in 1932, but he had to leave 
participation in group movements to return to the inciividual in 
order to establish co~tact with creative sources. In th~ fall of 
1932, on the boat coming back frorn the Amsterdam Peace Congress 
("one of the innur:1erable [';.'.lthering.:5 of tne innocent ::;.rran;,ed by 
h . t 1114) t e not-so-innocen , A.adcrson r.oted: "I have got rested and 
have begun to think again aside from--World conferences--the pro-
letariat. I have been reading Lawrence and that awakes in !:le as 
he always does the individual that is Sherwood Anderson aside from 
everything. 1115 
In t!le latter months of 1932, Anderson was continually asked 
to express his approval of Russia. .:ie could .only answer, 11 I 
16 have not been to Russia and do not know," and express his sy-c-
pathy for the "experiment" going on there. J...ctually, his interest 
in the theater had revived during these months, and as always, 
p. 219. 
14_ · ~ • d r or (Nem York, 1951)·, P• 220. ~:::-vinr;- .. owe, .nn e ~ .. • .. -
l'.:;,., ' · 11 
.::,c:iev:i. , P• 295 • 
P• 269. 
11 
his concern with politics became secondary. 
That year The Dra~atic Publishing Company of Chicago published 
The 'l'riur::·oh of the :Sa:g, a o!:c-oc t dramatization of Anderson's short 
story made in 1922 by Rayrr:ond O'Neil. A production based on this 
drar:iatization had been o;iven on February 10, 1925, by the Province-
town Players as a curtain-raiser for Eugene O'Neill's two-act play, 
Different. Evidently it cau;ht the fancy of the audience and was 
a success. In a letter to the publishing cor:l:::;any, which became a 
foreword to the play, Anderson displayed his renewed interest in 
drama: 
The Provincetown Players did sorr:e tilings to the set-
ting of the play thut I rather liked. The scene of the 
mother and the chilc was done offstage, in a room open-
ing off the restauran~, the father stund~ng in the door-
way and talking to ttc mother. The audience never did 
see the stage child ana got the sense of hi~ from the 
mother's t~l~ and fro~ the little voice of the child 
saying his prayers. • • .Your own icugination--you be-
ing of the audicnce--x~dc the child exist. You--being 
of the audience--reculled perhaps your own chilahood. 
It was very effective &nd sa~isfactory • 
. .'it the last--hy my friend's, Hr • .Raymond 0 1 Neil's, 
version of the story--you see the two people ••. they 
havin: thrown themselves sobbing on the bed. This end-
in~ ctid a little violate my own conception when I wrote 
th~ story. To me the whole point of the play should by 
that the audl~nce stays balanced between laughter and 
tears. 
In the fall of 1932, Eleanor Copenhaver and Anderson attenjed 
a gathering at Horace Liveright's in New York. The publisher was 
on the verge of physical and financial collapse, but he spoke 
eagerly of the future a:::d r'.:e:-.tioned the plays he planned to produce. 
12 
He enthusiastically iutroduced Anderson to Arthur Barton, a former 
actor and the a·..ithor of a play entitled ~'fonder Boy. With a smile 
Bar ton told Anderson of u drunken actor who always carr:..eci a copy 
of .~inesbur5 with him and read the stories aloud whenever he waa 
ii~en a chance to do so. Barton then suggested that he might ~ake 
a play of Winesbur~ and Liveright talked excitingly of producing it. 
When he returned to Marion, the fresh memories of the New 
York stage and of his conversation with Harton set Anderson to 
war~. Soon he wrote his brother Karl: "I went to work--going it 
li::.e mad ni::;,h t and day for three weeks and 18 a play came forth. 11 
In January 1933, Anderson went to Kansas City to stay for 
several CTonths while Eleanor was there in connection with her job. 
He was excited about the play and still hoped that Barton might 
help with the adaptation. In a letter frorr. his hotel he wrote: 
"I hardly know what I'll do now. The play has gone off to N.Y. to 
l . ... ..19 see if anyone wants top ay i~··· 
Late in the winter Anderson's theatrical hopes were boosted 
when he learned that the Theatre Guild had taken an option on the 
'20 ~·hnesburg play. This gooci news was heightened by another pleas-
ant prospect. On April 5 of the previous year, H. S. Kraft, a 
free-lance writer in New York, haci first written Anderson to sug-
gest that they work together on a movie or a play. Letters between 
the 
18 Schevill, pp. 298-299. 
19Letters, p. 275. 
short 
nlay ~inesbur~, Ohio will be hereafter distinguished from 
~ t · · ollec·~ or1-ti..us· "11· ne,<:;»ur<r, Ohio (F) s or::; c \...1.. u • •w - ..., " 
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the two followed, and on March 13, 1933, Anderson wrote to Kraft 
from his Kansas City hotel suggesting possible material for a dra~ 
matic work: 
This thought has occurred to me--a co:r.bination of the 
figures of Eenry Ford and Abraham Lincoln. Think about 
the figure of Hugh in Poor White, who has something of 
a Lincoln quality, and then combine him with the figure 
of Henry Ford. This could be worked out into the f&c-
tory so that the town of Bidwell in Poor White became a 
place like Ford's Dearborn. ~~ 
All this contrasted with changing life out of agri-
cultural and into industrial America, .the splendor of 
the machines and the factories contrasted with the grow-
ing degradation of the life of the people. 
I presume we would have to work out a definite story 
hung about one man or a family, and above all we must 
get into it the feeling that it is a transition period 
into some more splendid America. If we cannot get the 
story and the figure of?~ne :r.an, I am sure we can do 
it with a family ......... 
It is significant that the figure of Abraham Lincoln, so admired 
by Anderson, is here merged with Henry Ford, the symbol of modern 
industrialism. This combination of the two figures indicates the 
writer's change in attitude toward the machine. From being "one 
of the outstanding little protesters against the . . 1122 macnine a.,;e 
Anderson had come to accept it and to realize· tha. t the r:-.actine 
might free a Feople as Lincoln had once done. It is typical of 
Anderson's dramatic schemes that the line, "I presume we would 
have to work out a definite story ••• " is included alrr:ost as an 
after thougnt. The theme, the message, not the practicalities of 
the stage, were the important things to him. 
21Letters, p. 279. 
221, . 
OJ..d • , p. 207. 
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Later, the possibility of Anderson.and Kraft collaborating on 
a work developed into a project for an opera and also involved Louis 
Gruenberg, the composer of a successful opera adapted from O'Neill's 
Emncror Jones. Anderson spoke of Gruenberg's interest in a letter 
to Adelaide Walker, writ ten while he was still in Kansas City. .Vxs. 
0alker and her husband, Charles, were at the time making prepara-
tions to establish a workers' theater, later the Theater Union, and 
had written to Anderson sugzcstinG that he apply to the Guggenheim 
Foundation for financial assistance so that he might write labor 
plays. She requested that he give a brief sumrr.ary of his life and 
work and a statement of his theatrical aims ("my situation, my 
plans, and my dreams1123 ) for the benefit of Henry Hoe, the Secre-
tary General of the Guggenheim Foundation. His reply was, in part: 
Several thir:..g.s have happened in the last few weeks which 
I must tell you about to make the situation clear •••• 
Mr. Gruenberg ••• got excited by some of my machine 
things and by things of mine touching on the relation-
ship of :;.an and the rr.nchine, such things as "Lift Up 
Thine Eyes," 11Loorll Dar:..ce, 11 and others. • • • Now Gruer.berg 
wants to work on this with me this summer. ~hat I have 
in r.:ind is a kind of march of machinerJ{4across American 
' f . t <::: life, the glory and the trageay o i • · 
Altho~sh he was very interested in the money and the travel that 
this fund would provide, Anderson was hesitant to leave the United 
States because of his belief that much dramatic material lay in 
this country: 
The truth is that I run very anxious to pick up anything 
23rb·, ~·' P· 282. 
24Ibid. , P• 280. 
I can from the Ger1:;a1. or i~ussian theatre, but I a~r. also 
anxious not to be out of America for any long period 
during the next two or three years if it can be avoided. 
Things are too excitin~ here, and I do think that we 
are on the edf5e of t;;etti1u; hold of something in rela-
tion to can and the machine and particularly in rela-
tion to America, that mi~ht possibly"find a grand ex-
. b t' . 1 . . . c::::;, rrcssion o n in p ays &no 1n music. 
15 
However,· this money from the ~oundation, which would have allowed 
Anderson to give all his energy to production and would have re-
moved his constant fear of financial failure, was presented to 
someone else. 
Still the plans for a three-way collaboration on a dramatic 
production continued. Just before he left Kansas City in March to 
return to Marion, Anderson wrote Kraft and Gruenberg a letter which 
included detailed, and yet dramatically vague, ideas for an open-
ing scene. Anderson's fascination for sound and color, for the 
Abraham Lincoln theme, and for man's relation to the machine are 
all seen here. 
How are you, Kraft, for action? Can you dance, climb 
trees, leap mountai~s? I keep wonaering if G. in going 
through my stuff finds anything that makes him want to 
sing. I've thought all these years I've been writing, 
that if I'm any good at all, there should be music at 
the bottom of my prose •••• I have ••• dreamed all 
the ti~e that I might be planting song. You2~now, 
soffiething li~e song seeds in prose, I guess. 
Anderson had been ill and as he lay in bed with fever the begin-
nings of the piece had begun to form in his mind: 
There was, first of all, a grey blanket of sound 
26_ .. d ~., p. 
(City sounds co~in~ to a sicK man in a hotel room.) 
Like a theatre curtain of sound. 
Not too ~rey. Let flashes of war~ color shoot through 
the grey n:onotony of it ••• 
Maybe factory whistles on a winter morning, when it 
is still dark, police sirens, etc •••• 
Then to the first scene. 
It is a potato field on a cold moonlight night, and 
people are at work. Everythin1 is cold. The people are 
:;·oor and ragged. 
The cold n:akes the:;, ;;ur:.p, jump, jump. The ground is 
icy cold. ";'ie got to get these potatoes out." 
Their fingers are cold. They are picking up the po-
tatoes and running with them to bags. 
'l'hey blow on their hands. 
They thrash their ard.o. 
They are passin.; a botl:le about, drinking and dancing 
as they work. They sing and shout and curse._ 
Then a strange fi3ure appears. The potato field is 
at the edGe of a wood. The figure comes half crawling 
out of the shadows. 
It is Abraham Lincoln, working now, not just to free 
the blacks, but to free all labor, the heavy, brutal 
labor that for ages has tied ~en to the soil. 
11 \'ihose was the hand that slanted back this brow? 11 
This is the American man, tall and uncouth, the 
drec..r::er. 
He is at the same time practical and shrewd. 
He is in the field at night, trying to make his body 
into a machine. Song of labor. Song of hope. 
He crawls grotes~uely, writhing, singing, raises arms 
and legs--the machine being made •••• 
The figure on the ground arises and proclaims the 
m.acI'.ine, the machine thaL will dig and plant potatoes, 
~ake men's shoes, make clothes .••• 
Man is to be free, free, free. 
As the man who has been trying to make himself into 
a machine, in order to understand the machine, dances, 
a queer, jerky machine dance, proclaiming ~an's machine 
d~~arn, the workers hudd~e a~ainst the fence~ T~,y are 
lihe the potato bags, standing there trembling. 
16 
Witb this ao an opening scene, Anderson aaw it as being develored 
into ''the story of man's making of the machine, then his struggle 
. 28 
· t' · t' · victor." "'1~roclaimed. 11 w~ n ~t, ne comin~ - - J 
27Ib' , ~.,. pp. 283-284. 
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In early Hay Anderson wrote fro:.'.l New York that 11 the Gruenberg 
thin~ is on fire. 1129 After visiting the Gruenbergs, however, he 
cont:: .. nued: "As for Gruenberg, when it ca:ne right down to it, I 
found him afraid of the machine the::•e, fascinated but afraid. 11 3° 
Unoaur•ted, Anderson presented him w~th another idea, "an opera to 
be called Mississipni, the story of the Mississippi River set to 
music. He has Jumped at this like a hungry fish, as it gives him 
colorful opportunities •• 1131 On 1'1ay 6 Anderson wrote to Gruen-
berg: 11 ;,s to the work we wai:t to get ir.to ••• the idea of the 
scc:ies :hat 
stays in my dre&ms at night and I constantly see new 
~2 
I can put before you.") 
?his expectant mood wus jolted by Liveright's shocking failure 
as a publisher. The company's financial crash coincided 0ith the 
publication of Death in the \'Joods, which was getting a fine press. 
·,Tr.at Anderson suspected, that "it could be sold, but the Liveright 
mess will probably check it," became truth. Earlier, this failure 
might have been fatal to Anderson's work but, fortunately, his 
love for ~leaner had helped bring on a renewal of the creative 
s}:iri t.. Realizing this, in July he wrote to Burton Err.rr,ett: "I 
am on r.:y way down south to get Eleanor and bring her home. I a.r.i 
goinf; to make her marry rr,e." · They were married on July 6, 1933, 
301tid. 
31~. . ' " -
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acd from the beginninc the m~rria~e was a happy one. 
After his marriage, Anderson's last years were s·pent largely 
in desperate and truncated efforts to coutinue creating: plans 
drawn and unfulfilled, boo~s begun and unfinished, books finished 
and unpublished. F. Scott l<'i tzgerald once wrote bitterly, "There 
no second acts in .American lives, 1133 and it is true that the are 
early achievement of Americ~n writers is seldom enlarged in matu~ 
rity. Our society tends to glorify only a beginning or a dead 
creative talent and yet, if Anderson's talent failed to fulfill it-
self, the fault did not lie simply in the flaws of a materialistic 
society. Anderson also suffered from personal faili~gs. His wan-
derlust often drove him from his purpose and he had entered too 
many blind alleys--his first ~arriages, newspaper work, political 
propacanda, lecturing. Although his ~arriage somewhat revived his 
waning creative powers, he still let himself be distracted from 
the writing of fiction, which he knew to be his major purpose. 
The ambition to write for the theater became more frustrating 
when the collaboration with Arthur Barton on minesburg (P) did not 
work out. Barton's pla~r, ::;~~Bites Dop;, which opened in New Yor~ 
on April 1933, was labeleci 11 pure horrible ••• such stuff" by 
Anderson; and it soon beca~e apparent that Barton could hot write 
what to Anderson was a good play. By the middle of July, Anderson 
haa rewritten the draft: 
I huve been finishing the play, that is to say, rewriting 
33~b.; d ~·t p. 305. 
it. It's rather fun, the whole business of playwriting 
being aifferent than any other form of art in that it 
is, all tnrougn, a ~ocial art--that is to scty, an art 
in which others must participate. You see, a play, 
even when you have done all you can on it, must yet 
move through others, a director, actors,· etc. Already, 
of cour~e, I have had experiences, my first collabora-
tor turning out 3rather second-rate, so that I had to 
"d +'h' Lt get ri 0.1. :i.m. 
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Even with the new version, the possibility of production seemed 
to fade as the Theatre Guild released its option and other producers 
showed only temporary enthusiasffi. Hopes were revived in ~ay, 1934, 
when Anderson met Jasper Deeter at \'/hart on .Sshericks' in Paoli, 
~ , . 
.L"""ennsy ~ vania, and discovered that Deeter, the head of the Hedgerow 
Theatre, was interested in s'taging iiinesburg .(F). Deeter liked 
tee play except for the last scene, which he described as "very 
fu:;1bling, very bad.'' he made suggestions for changes to Anderson, 
who revised the final scene and added an eFilogue. In a letter 
to Mrs. Copenhaver, Anderso~ ~poke of Deeter's reading of the play 
and of the chan8es to be rn~ue in the ending: 
3y ttis new plan, if it works out, we can avoid all that 
business over the xoney in the l&st scene. The money 
will rather pass out of the play as it does in the book. 
It may take a good deal of writin~ to get just tte qual-
ity necessary iilto thi~; scene, b;.it if it can be done, it 
might give the play at the end JU~t the thing needed. I 
had an idea after hea~i~g it read by Deeter that what it 
needed '.'I<lS a thinz, ;:ou :r~i,;ht call horizon--the lives of 
the people in the play passing i~to other lives of the 
town and. life go:i.nlj on. Ai ter the ir. tense evening a 3 . lau~h at the end, with Parcival useri as a kind of sy~bol. ' 
34 . 2''1 Le"tters, P• 7 • 
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The dra:natic version of \'h:iesburg, Ohio received its premiere 
at the Hedgerow on June 30, 1934. Although the Philadelphia critics 
were "careful, cautious, 1136 the play was popular with the audience 
and rerr.ained in the theater's repetory. A few days after the open-
ing, Anderson, who had returned to ~arion, wrote Deeter to suggest 
so~e changes, especially in the characters of Parcival and Tom 
i-'iillard. A.l though the play seemed solid to hii::, he planned to "do 
some effective cutting that will not hurt but will help the xove-
men t and the music, 1137 and to keep working with Deeter's com~any 
until "we get it absolutely right." 
As soon as Anderson had completed the new draft of ~inesbur~ (E) 
in July, 1933, he announced that he planned to tackle something 
new and 11 I think it will be The Hississi Dr::i., with Gruenberg.'.' The 
writing of this opera, however, was also doomed to failure. Al-
though these two xen stayed friends, they were too different in 
temperament to work well together. Gruenberg had a sophisticate~ 
European-Jewish bac~ground, and he found it difficult to compre-
henci Anderson 1 s rr:idwestern traits. And certa,inly, Anderson's vague 
theme for the opera, "the Nississi:rpi River, the flowing of the 
waters.out of a gre3t continent, floods, the fight to s~ve the 
farms, cities, etc., 1138 was not really suited to the stage. 
Despite these failures, Anderson continued his playwriting 
36An interview with Jasper Deeter, Summerdale, Pennsylvania, 
Hay 26, 1967. 
3?. . 
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activities. A suggested collaboration with Paul Nuni, the movie 
actor, and Kraft on a mininG story for a movie script was dropped 
• ~ • t b 39 r• oe1ore i was egun. 0oon, however, he was considering a pos~ible 
play to be made of Dark Lau1;h ter. In a letter to James Creelman, 
Mrs. Karl Anderson's nephew, Anderson talked about the use of sound 
in the theater, his difficulties with playwriting, and the central 
idea of the Dark Lau~hter play: 
I cio think, Jim, that soQethin6 striking might be 
worked out in the theatre in the use of sound •••• I 
don't see why sound, voices of people, broken sentences, 
laughter, and things of that kind, could not come out 
of the walls of a theatre during a play, giving the au-
dience the feeling of sitting down in the midst of Life 
going on busily all around them. 
The central idea of the Dar~ Lau~hter play •• 
should be ••• the contrast between so-called sophis-
ticated civilized life and the life of the pri~itive. 
I do not see wny the play could not be played out in, 
say, the sit ting room. of a house, JUSt such a story as 
the story of the two me~ and a woman in Dark Lau~~ter. 
'.Lhen the same stor::_,r could be told in the lives of 
Negro people, servants in the sa~e house, the same 
problems facing both masters and servants. 
I have the idea, Jim, that my own difficulty, as 
regards playwrit:..lt<:~, is and. will always be a. m.::..-cter of 
structure. I be40eve I could ma.~e people live and can build. character. 
Bvidently John Lloyd of New York worked on such an outline, 
and Ancierson alao approached Laurence Stallings about a possible 
collaborat:..on on a dramatiza~ion: 
, wo~~er how much in earnest you were in the little 
talk we had about our doint"~ a play together. l do 
3) Letters, P• 26.5. 
think there is a play in Dark Laughter, and I believe we 
could do it together ~f y~re interested. 
I find my weakness i& playwriting to be the structure 
rather than dialosue, and I believe that if you could 
bring up the structure of a play out of Dark Lau~hter, 
perhaps usine; the Kccro voices in somewhatthe wav1you 
suggested in our talk, we might get at something.~ 
22. 
The Dark Lciu;-::iter dra:natization was never written, but Anderson 
continued his playwriting--hoping perhaps to recapture his forffier 
fame with a successful play. In his best theatrical efforts he 
turned to his earlier fiction for ideas because friends had assured 
hi~ of its dr~catic quality. Certainly these works were more 
acia:;;table to the stage than such epic themes as "the Mississippi" 
or "aan and the r::achine. 11 Jasper :;)eeter said tha-c the practical 
side of the theater always eluded Ancierson. He never und.erstood 
that "the first dcr.1c::..nd of the arts is r;racticali ty," and he usually 
became irritated when the impracticality of his dranatic schemes 
42 
was pointed out to hi!!i. 
In April, 1935, Ancercon began his next play. To Roger Ser~el 
he wrote: "I got down tl1c fir.st scene and think it is rather cork-
ing and have the next scene sketched out •• ~ .I think tha~ I 
learned this from the Winesbur~, that I can make the task for the 
4-· 
producer easier without ss.crificing anything." ~ The play was to 
be ~ade fror., ~ Whi-ce, with names, scenes, and other details 
changed to avoid copyright trouble with Viking. Anderson's 
41 1 .._~ , ~-, ...... 3c4. 
42 . Interview with Jasper Deeter. 
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enthusias~ for theatrical wor~ is shown in his remark to Sergel: 
"I i1ave a hunch that this playwritine; thing is really my meat •• 
I know all of the difficulties, but in·so~e way love the whole 
ide~, even the stink of the theatre •• 
11 44 
Anderson was delighted ~ith the young apprentice actors at the 
Hedgerow and, indeed, with the whole atmosphere of experimentation 
which prevailed there. He usually spent about two months of every 
year there, seeing the new ~la~s and wor~ing on his own proJects. 
He recorded his 1935 visit in letters to Tneodore Dreiser and Roger 
Ser gel. 
The Hedgerow had ta~en into its repetory the Dreiser-Fiscator 
drarr.a tiza tion of .A.n American 'l':ra2;edy, anci Anderson "vas 11 bowleci 
over'' by the "gor,:;eous, beautiful, direct" production. He thought 
it ~uch stronger as pure propasanda than the plays of social pro-
test being done by the ':.1 hea tre Union. "Jesus, 11 he comm.en ted to 
Dreiser, "if so!T.e producer had the guts to take these two things 
[t~e Trc:i;:;eci.v anci. NinesbUE..fI C )J and put them on on New York, he'd 
!. ·-· 
upset tr.e town, anci that's a fact."'1-.? 
During this visit to rie6gerow, Anderson coxpleted half of his 
new play on the same the:r.c as ~ \'ihi te, which he in tenC.ed to call 
Thev Sh<.tll Be J:'ree. To Ser gel he suggested that "this playr.;.al-:ing 
~~· ~ ~~ 
thing may have just begun •••• Man, I'll tell you what you do. 
Hake an ou.tline for a play. 'l'hen let's hammer away at it •••• 
4:';I,_ .. ~·· P• 316. 
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I can see no reason why this playmaking thing shoulan't be a social 
art, two, or eve.r.. three men enguged in . t .. 46 1. • • • • 
Ser~el, who, accordin~ to Deeter, disliked the version of 
~inesbur~(?) that Anderso~ did, must have also criticized this play, 
for Anderson wrote defensively in a· letter to him: 
I couldn't resist showing Jap your letter. It start-
ed a long discussion, nothing of course settled. It 
ended by his saying, "V.Jell, it may all be true, but on 
the other hand, it ~ay be that you can make a new form 
for us." So there you are. 
I have been reaciing Che~hov's letters. How much let-
ters tell. It is not said to back up my own convictions, 
I'm quite sure, not absolutely, but it is true that he 
was accused, when he went as a story teller into the 
theater, of almost this same thing. I spoke to Jap of 
this. "'.'las Chekhov a real playwri ter?" 
11 Yen. He brought so:-:J.e thing new in. Half the ms.s. 
I get show the Chekhov :.nfluer ... ce. 11 
This sounds, I know, as though I were trying to build 
up so:::ethinr:;, a defense. I wonder if I am·: 
Of setting myself up. I thin~ I am very uncertain. 
I like the idea of play~gking. As to my being able to 
do it, that puzzles ~e.~ 1 
Deeter did not like They S~a~l Be Free either and, al~hough, Ander-
son was offended and hurt, there were no readings of it. Anderson 
finally conceded that Ser gel r.;.ight be right about the play and h_is 
abilities as a playwright. He felt, however, that his great fault 
was 
in the theme, the handling bf it. I have been trying 
to tell, in the play, the story of a crecttive man, 
working in the fact, that is to say machinery, and 
realizing how his creativeness, intended to be a help 
for others, has ended in what seems to be hurt. 
46 1,. , ~., P• 313. 
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My difficulty is that I have been trying to find the 
answer. That r;o t me nrncidled, because, as yet, no one, 
least of all yours truly, knows the answer. 
ii ow I am going to at tack in a new way, simply making 
the play~~ell, in action, the story, making it a siffiple 
tra.;;edy. 
25 
Even though this dra~atic attmept failed, Anderson was reaay 
to begin again: "If it can be born, it will be born. I've been 
49 through abortions before." J~nderson added: "In the meanti:ne, 
I did get, out of an attempt that failed, a very beautiful one-act 
50 play." 'I'his was They 2far.ried Later, the better of Anderson's 
two short plays included in his published volume Plays: Winesburg 
and Others. 
Sergel had once suggested the possibility of dramatizing 
rlarchin.·:c: ="~en, but I in a letter to him, Anderson queried: "Ar en It 
vou so"",.e·.••n:o.t .<>fr"i· d of lr_i· ~-J~ 9• 11 He beli· eve a' t""~ t i' ... coula' be a' one 
,J "' • - - - <.< - • ..a. " . , 
but--although he could evoke the proper atmosphere for such a dra-
:natization--his ideas offered little practical !naterial for the 
plot: 
I've been, for so~e time, hot on the idea of souncis 
off stage--the threatening thing coming~-co~ing--coming. 
Thresh of marching feet, off stage, coming, co~ing. 
This broken and then comin~ again. 
This perhaps against a little inner circle of smug 
life being played out, in si5ht. 
:E'ar down und.erneath--
The thing would be to get a story. 
_ It ~i~~t b~ just the sto~y- of a man's life51how he lies to nis wife, lays up witn whores~ etc.--
Ltor. · d ~·t p. 
Le 
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Work on this proJect never began, bat Anderson's interest in 
play'.'iriting did not decline. In Nay, 1936, during another visit 
to the Hed;_:;ero\·:, he completed a dramatizatior~ of "Hands" from 
0ineshur~, Ohio. It was never performeo nor published, however. 
Next, Anderson consic.iered it "time to write a cornedy. 11 His 
topic, the Southern aristocracy, was influenced by his continuous 
interest in the Civil War. For years he had read widely on the 
subject and in Marc~, 1934, he had written the Emmetts of a project 
he was considering: 
There is so~ething I have wanted to do since I was a boy 
and I half think now that if I can get the money together 
so that I can afford it I shall begin the atte~pi next 
f~ll. I Rant to write a long history of the Civil Var 
with all its implications. I have been reading and pre-
paring for it for years and believe if ever I am to do 
it I should get at it. If I attempt it, I believe I will 
go down to Washington next wieter and work in the Library 
of Congress down there •••• ~~ 
A note he made for this project, "the true aim of hi.story is human 
understanding," showed that he understood historical forces; but 
his frie~ds were doubtful that he had the patience neelied.for the 
long scholarly research that would be necessary. Finally Anderson 
reconsiciered, and after n:ecting Deeter and renewing his interest 
in the· theater, more or less dropped the plan for a Civil War 
history. His interest did not end, however, and in 1936 he wrote 
several letters on the subject to Laura Lou Cofenhaver. He felt 
tr.at "'llha t is wanted and needed is a devastc;. ting indictnen t"; 3 
52schevill,· pp. 31~-315. 
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of the South, exposing its cheapness, hy-pocrisy, ar.d "lousy pre-
54 tension to culture.'' Since Anderson was visitng at Hedgerow and 
was constantly near the tteater, he was ''unable to think except in 
5·· 
terms of the theater.'' ~ ~terefore, his indictment of the ~outhern 
a~istocracy was to be couched in dramatic form.56 
The comedy was never completed, and neither were any of the 
other drama tic projects that .v:ere begun during the last fev1 years 
before Anderson's death in 19ql. In December, 1938, he approached 
~obert Sherwood, the author of it be Lincol!1 in Illnois, with his 
idea for a play concernin~ the relationshi~ between Abraha~ Lincoln 
and his Secretary of State, 0illia~ Sew&rd. Anderson believed that 
each of the two ~en had something to sup~ler.:ent and strengthen the 
other, and that out of their relationship two quite different r.:en 
e~erged. A drama emphasizing how the two profoundly affected each 
other could "bring out the curious r.:isunderstu.nding of the rest of 
the country by the Xew Yorker and of the East by the native West-
err.er.1157 In his answer, Sherwood thanked Anderson for his a:;:-;~roval 
of the Lincoln play, but said that he would net write anotier 
Flay on the same theme. 
Influenced by the s'-lccess of Paul Green's The Lost Colony, 
·Anderson tried to interest Kaury Maverick (then mayor of San 
541,..; d O~ • 
55Ibid., p. 351. 
-6 ~ Sec Letters, pp. 351-352 for the plot outline. 
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Antonio, '::.'exas) in sronsc r·in;~; a sirc,ilar dr;:r.:a a bout San An ton.:.o. 
I think of a play brin~ing back thut early life, the 
creation of a state, cone by local people, native Ameri-
cans and Eexicans, tr~inerl there, playea, say, for two 
weeks each year or even longer, the thing properly pub-
licized. ~here is there another g~ty in America that 
has such grand dra~atic ~aterial? 
If a good :r:an, "so:neone li:C::e Faul Green or Sherwood .Anderson, 11 ,:; 9 
wrote it and trained the flayers, A::icierson thought it could "be 
built up into an instit~tion, an annual affair, a real part of the 
. I l' f' If 6Q city s l.~e. Althou~h Anderson published an article on ~averick 
in the New Renublic of i•iarc!-, 25, 191.;0, there was no other cor~muni-
cation about the suggested idea for a play. 
During 1936 and 1937 Anderson tried to get a New York producer 
for Winesbur~ (?), but was never successful. ~ven the publication 
of Plays: \'linesbur<r c:.nd Others (1937), which incl~cied ··r~ne"''"'''"'o- (-c) ...... ovu. .... n .1o ' 
The Triumnh of the ~.fL (C.: 'I\eil' s version), arid two one-act plays, 
li,o t!:er and They l•':arried I.a ter, failed to arouse any en thu.siasm. 
Mo~her was published separately in Percival ~ilde's collection, 
Conte!'!!norary One-Act Flo.ys Fro~ I~ine Countries (1936), and was pro-
duced by the Johns Hopkins' Flayers under the direction cf N. B. 
Fagin. Textiles, a radio play which reflects Anderson's interest 
in the ~achine and the mill workers, was published in Conte~porary 
One-Act Fl~vs, edited by WilJiam Kozlenko (1938). It was broad-
cast in April (or June), 1941, by the Theater Division of the 
JG,..\.,..; ....i p 45b.-~·' . . 
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Baltimore Museum of Art. 
The last ttinG Anderson wor~ed on was a play to be produced 
by 'l1he .Free Corr.pany. iiis v:us to be one of a series wri tt·en by far:;-
ous American authors on "the rr:eaning of America." James Boyd out-
lined their purpose in his introduction to the published series, 
The Free Company Presents: 
We did not wish to pre~ch or argue, we wanted to present. 
As we talked the scheme developed. We would follow the 
method of the Bible parable, of Aesop's fables, and broad-
cast a series of plays, each one dealing with one of the 
basic civil rights or with the whole subject of freedo~, 
and each written by a leading American writer •••• We 
would be, in short, a ~roup of Americans, unsponsored 
and uncontrolled, expressing as a voluntary61ct of faith 
our belief in our funciamental institutions. 
Anderson had c~osen the title Above Suscicion, but did not live to 
coreplete the script. ~he Free Company took his orginal idea con-
cerning freedom from police persecution, developed it, and presented 
it, not as his own work, but as a tribute to his memory. As an 
introduction to the play, the last to be presented in the series, 
Burgess Meredith, the announcer, gave a fitting tribute to Anderson: 
For thirty years Sherwood Anderson represented a vital 
part of the United StateG, the America of the small town. 
He was never fooled about our pettiness and limitations, 
but he was never fooled about its good side either. He 
saw its beauty too; it~. courage and its never enaing 
struggle for a freer life. ·Not only in his worlc did 
Sherwood Anderson stand for freedom, he stood for it 
in his life. He was kind and gentle, he was the easy-
goinc friendly American with everybody he xet. But 
there w~s nothing soft about his friendliness. ~hen it 
came to Justice for the oppressed, to freedo~ for all 
in equal ~easure, nothing could move him. He was poor, 
61_ ~ . James boyd, chairman, The Free Comnany Presents • 
(New York, 19~1), p. vii. 
_J 
he was not always well, but he was always ready to gi~e 
himself for a juster, a fairer, a more honest world. 0 
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In February, 1958, a dramatization of Winesburg done by Chris-
topter Sergel opened, unsuccessfully, in New York. A few days be-
fore the opening, in an article for the New York Times, Sergel des-
cribed the "haunted voices" that accompanied his writing. The work 
on the play was difficult for him, and, as he grappled with the 
problems of the dramatization, Sergel had a growing sense of Ander-
son':::; voice bein~ with hi~n in the room. "Sometimes he 1 d get up 
and demonstrate a line. 'Whis%ey was the only mother I ever had,' 
he'd exclaim, and then raising an i~aginary bottle, 'At thy breast, 
63 dear mother."' Sergel felt that he had little perspective about 
his work, and therefore had no idea whether he had been able to 
translate to the theater the dramatic excitement, the insight, and 
the honesty underlying Anderson's writing. But he was certain of 
one thir.g: "I could hear Anderson's voice as I v1rote this play." 
Since the production of Sergel's dramatization of ~inesburg, 
no one has attempted to revive any of Anderson's plays. In truth, 
they rer.:ain only a minor aspect of "the career of a writer who saici. 
of hir.i.self: b4 11 1 know I am but a minor figure." Yet Anderson, 
·even if oply a minor figure, ha~ earned a place in the ranks of 
American au tho rs. So::·w of his works, most notnbly \'lines burp:, Ohio, 
The 'I'riu:r.-:-Jh of tl:e E;rg, and Death in the Woods, are permanent 
62Ibid., p. 270. 
63christo1~her SerE;el, "Haunting Voices, 11 New York Ti::ies, 
February 2, 19~8, Section II, P• 3. 
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contributions to Arr.erican literature, and his influence on otner 
writers--Faulkner, Hemin~wny, ~olfe and others--was great. 
To the student who would evaluate Anderson's writing career, 
his interest in the theater is important for, like his newspaper 
0ritings and his political activities, he considered the theater 
only a stopgap--a force that would lead back to an area of im~gi­
nation that produced his best works, and would provide a chance to 
revive former glories. Eis relatively unsuccessful attempt at 
playwriting is an exacple of the symptomatic incidents which marked 
Anderson's last years, as he tried, often with doubt and a mild 
bitterness, to spur his talent and to recapture his former critical 
esteem. 
_J 
Chapter II 
Anderson's Plays 
All of Anderson's plays published in Plays: Winesburg and 
Others (1937) utilize situations and characters drawn mainly from 
earlier works. Winesburg, the major play in the collection, is an 
attempt t.o assemble the famous series of short and related stories 
into· a play with a definite sequence. Mother is an expansion of 
a scene in Winesburg (P) and They Married Later is adapted from an 
unpublished. full length play, They Shall ~~and ultimately 
from the novel ~White. Considerable changes were involved in 
making the dramatic adaptations. 
Winesburg (P) was, after experimentation with various struc-
tures, written in nine short scenes (actually eight scenes and an 
epilogue), and, in the play's published form, the dialogue is 
heavily padded with stage directions. In production, the scenes. 
were to move rapidly with· only a few minutes of darkness in the 
theater for the shifts, so that the action would flow and a great-
er freedom of movement would be obtained. Because Anderson was 
1 
attempting a "play of character," the settings were simple, plac-
ing greater emphasis on the peo.ple. 
One expects drama to be one of the most concise of genres. 
Actually, however, Winesburg (P) is less compact and unified than 
the twenty-four stories of Winesburg, ~ which Anderson labeled 
"half individual tales, half long novel form. 11 · In the. short 
1 . Sherwood Anderson, Plays: Winesburg and Others (New York, 
1937), P• 3. 
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stories, several elements are used to achieve unity. The setting, 
the small town of Winesburg itself, obviously lin~s all the lives 
of the characters. In an introductory fantasy, "The Book of the 
Grotesque," Anderson introduces a narrator who greatly resembles 
the author himself. This old writer is not an intrusive character; 
he is actually central to the stories he tells. Occasionally (e.g., 
"Respectability") he appears as an "I" and frequently (e.e., "Hands") 
he appears as a commentator. And in all the stories his presence 
is always nearby, and this 
••• unites the stories through a consistent tone and 
perspective, and justifies the characterization, sLruc-
ture and style. It is his oblique vision and pervasive 
sympathy which persuades the reader to tolerate what 
on the surface seem~ to be little more than character 
sketch or anecdote. 
George Willard's unifying role is one of the most obvious in 
the Winesbur~ tales. In sixteen of the twenty-four stories Willard 
appears as either pr~tagonist or secondary character; in three 
other tales he is mentione~ in some passing remark. Besides the 
role o: this character, Anderson uses other devices to achieve 
unity. One is that of setting the crisis scenes, in all but five 
of the stories, in the evening. In many of these, the darkness is 
only partly relieved by some kinti of light, thus equating the dim 
light with the limited glimpse into an individual soul which the 
scene affords. One critic points out the repetition of words, 
especially the word hand, as a unifying element. Again this su,;-
gests deeper meanings: the word "symbolizes the potential or 
2 John Ferres, editor, Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio: 
Text ana Criticisn (~ew York, 1966), p. 334. 
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actual communication of one personality with another. 113 
The stage adaptation of the Winesburg tales is a long and 
loosely-constructed dra~a. Anderson always felt that his greatest 
difficulty in playwriting wa~ with structure, and in this play he 
is troubled by dramatic construction. He has fallen back on the 
makeshift device of using separate scenes, each a unit, and joined 
to the others mainly by the recurrence of characters. Each scene 
takes us to a different part of the town: the Winesburg Ce~etery; 
Doctor Reefy's office; Banker White's house; a villa~e street; 
George Willard's room; Helen White's house; Louise Trunion's house; 
arid Ed Hanby's Saloon. These settings seem to embrace the wnole 
town and are somehow opposeti to the background presentea in the 
Winesbur~ stories. In those, the ccncentrution on individuals 
tends to isolate them from the community as a whole. As the scenes 
unfold, a rather squalid series of incidents is presented. Some 
of the action is lifted directly from the short stories; other in-
cidents are a modification of themes found in them; and a few in-
cidents are new ideas. 
Scene I is the funeral of the town drunk, Windpeter Winters, 
whose death is also described in "The untold Lie" of 1.'linesbur;:s, 
Ohio. In both the play and the short story he is a ~inor character 
whc never appears--notable only for his unusual and tragic death. 
In the play, Dr. Parcival describes Windpeter, who has returned 
hoxe drunk one ni;ht: 
3 
... b. d 
.:!:...2:_. ' p. 293 • 
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"He st;:-,nds in the :c.iciale of the railroad track shaking 
his fist. 'Get out of my way,' he cried. The train 
whiatles. It screeches. The people shout. 'Go to 
hell. I'~ ~indpeter ~inters, God damn you.• Thuffip. 
Sausage meat, 6entle:nen." (Scene I, .P• 20.) 
Everyone in town says that the old ~an will go straight to hell and 
that the co~munity will be better off without him; yet, they all 
have a secret convic-.;:.on that he knew what he was doing and adr.lire 
his courage. His funeral is one of the biggest ever seen in Wines-
burg because of the curiosi ty~f the to·.vnspeople: 
"I wanteci to 'oe at ...:te ch;.ircr. to see what tl:ey'd sa.y 
'-b t"/'' t"'} II !..a ou 1· i.nope er • • • 
"I wanted to see a :r,an I was sure was going to hell. 
(Scene I, p. 24.) 
Their morbid curiosity en~bles Anderson to introduce in the first 
scene nearly all the characters of the play (and several who never 
appear again4), and to lay the foundation for events that occur 
later. 
The story of the trouble over Belle Carpenter's illegitimate 
c~ild, hinted at in Scene·I, develops in the next scene. Although 
A " .... k B 11 I - II ·, A .. . " . th "'. b J-'.na.erson .,oo e e s name rrom .An ·waKening, in • e .. ir.es urg 
stories, her story is different. In the play she is pregnant by 
Banker White, a married ~an, but out of desperation she plans to 
blame George Willard and force him to Earry her. She quickly re-
pents of her scheme, however, under the influence of Dr. Reefy and 
her conscience. 
~he personality of Belle Carpenter is developed in the Flay 
4 At least one such character, a townsman named Kr. Funk (see 
" 
page 15) shows the influence of Anderson's life in Xarion. Charles 
H. (Andv) Funk was the town lawyer who remained a close friend 
throughout Anderson's last years. 
_J 
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and shows the influence of Anderson's attitude toward women which 
he as~umed in later life and stated in such works as Perhaps 0omen 
(1931). From the impressions he had received from the mills in the 
early thirties, Anderson advanced the idea that the machine has 
t~ken from men the creative function they enjoyed as craftsmen and 
rendered them sexually i~potent and spiritually empty. ~hat hope 
there is for him lies in wo~en. Belle Carpenter is an offspring 
of this idea, for she displays a strenGth that neitner George 
Willard nor Banker White possesses. Dr. Reefy partially recognizes 
the source of her strength a~ri explains to her why she ~ust go on 
living: 
Oh, you wornea ••.• ~here's ne~ life in you now, ~elle. 
It has happened! '-It is a fact. I dare5u.Y you have al-
ready felt the stirrings of the new life. A wo~an--to 
feel that--no matter ~ho the father is. The new life 
in you--in your own body. The beginning of a strange 
secret communication between you and the unborn new 
life. Belle,--I guess y~~·11 have to face it. 
(Scene II, p. 30.) 
Scene II also introduces the love affair of Dr. Reefy and 
Elizabe-ch \'iillu.rd, which i.s to~ched u~;on in "Death" of the i':ines-
burg: stories •. In the story, the two are on the verge of becoming 
lovers but a grotesque little incident--noise from a store next 
door--interrupts them and the thing that had co~e to life between 
the~ died suddenly. Vr. Reefy does not see her again until the 
day she dies. Their love bloasoms in the play, however, and Dr. 
Rcefy is Elizabeth's confidant. 
The first half of S~ene III is a dialogue between George 
Willard and Helen White, the banker's dcughter. It is obvious 
_J 
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that Anderson had the .story "Sophistication" in r.iinci here, althouGh 
that. story is next to the la.:>t ta.le in the collectior-.. In the play 
as in the story the scttin6 involves the fairerounds, ar.a the con-
versation concerr.s George's planned dep~rture from Winesburg. 
11
'sophistica tion" is the climax of Winesbur~, Ohio, for in it George 
realizes that a moment of shared understanding transcends anything 
that might be found in physical union. This episode loses this 
important function in the play, however, and beco~es a ~eans to 
further George's involvement with Belle, and in the latter portion 
of the scene, to bring on the character of Dr. Parcival the philo-
sopher. 
Dr. Parcival, whose philosophy "that everyone ir .. the worlci is 
c· 
Christ and they are all crucified,".::> is explained in "'Ihe Pbiloso-
pher, 11 became .Ander.son'.:.; L:.vorite character in the play. He saw 
Parcival as soxething special: "Joe tells Helen about him and. his. 
curious religion. Ed Hanby likes hi~ and wants him about his 
house and his saloon. Reefy, who is hicself not a drinker, wants 
him as his friena. 116 Despite Anderson's insistence that Parcival 
is irr.portan t, a reader soon feels that, al though Anderson r:;.ay like 
him, he is not particularly necessary to the action. 
Rn incident involving Lo~ise Trunion and George Willard makes 
up the next short scene. The action is taken fro1:1 "Nobody !\.nows" 
and is little changed, except that Louise is spoken of as tne 
'-·i.-, d :, .• erwoo Anderson, O'."!io (New York, 1947), p. 48. 
6_ 
.Letters, p. 30.J. 
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Girlfriend of Ed Hanby t~e bartender (Belle Carpenter's suitor in 
the orginal wor~). After receivir.g a note from Louise seeking 
out for a moment of love, George ~eets her secretly and the scene 
ends as they are going out to ~ake love. In the short story the 
~ex act and the overtures preceding.it were a fumbling search for 
understanding on Louise's part that is misinterpreted by George. 
As a result he is unsutisfied and afraid. This endlng is deleted 
from the play and the scene assu~es a sordidness because it is not 
completely juGtifiable. 
A conversation b<'-tween George c..nd :Fred, one of the boys of the 
town, that is vaguely reminiscent of one between Seth and George 
in "The Thinker," occu:;::,ies the first part of Scene V. i-..s in the 
story, the two boys discuss George's writing ability, and he asks 
Fred (Seth in tl1e story) to speak to Helen on his beh&l~. 0hereas 
Seth turns furiously on 0illarci, ~red (in the play) agrees to help. 
him. 
After Fred's exit, Joe ~elling, who is he~e the sace charucter 
as in 11 A. Via~-, of Ide<is, 11 enters to :;resent. sor~ .. e of his sctcr:-,es to 
the reporter. As abruptly as he entered, Joe leaves the stage. 
George's father comes in ano the re~ai~der of the scer.e is froo 
the short story "Hothcr. 11 Here Geor,:~e ~\'illard is tl-'.e so~rce of 
conflict between nis fa~her, who wants him to stop his u~olescent 
drea~:-.in;<; and beco::le ar:tbi tious for succe.:;s, aaci his mother, whose 
own unhappy life with the conventional Torn Willard makes her afraid 
that George's capacity for a rich imaginative life will be destroyed, 
as hers was, by the conventionality of her husband. One critic 
36 
of ~incsbur~ (P) 7 said th~t the worst moment of the play occurs in 
this scene when Eliza.beth sLlys that her husband "has cnosen to be 
the voice of evil." 
In an episode that is ori~inal to the play, Helen White and 
~elle Carpenter confront each other.in Scene VI and Belle, who is 
leavinc; town, assures Helen that ":nost of the stories you hear 
about me aren't true. I wa!l t you to know that the story that has 
been bothering you [i.e., the story about Belle and George J isn't 
8 true." Helen later confesse.s to r.er father, who is, in actuality, 
Belle 1 s lover, that the wo::-lan is "nice." Banker White makes several 
remarks like, ~f she is goinz to have a child its father will be 
0 
a better r.:an than George ~'iillard. 117 
"An k:Jakening" prov::.des tne plot for Scene ,,...,.. ..,.. v l..l • As in the 
story, Ed Haney's girlfriend deliberately plays up to George be-
cause she knows Ed is watching the:n. In the play, however, George_' s 
humiliation at being knocked out by Ed deepens when he realizes 
that Seth Richmond, a sometime friend, was watchi~g. The scene 
ends v1ith George challenging Seth to a fight .while Louise "is 
filled with delight" and "is rocking with laughter. 1110 
Elizabeth Willard's death in Scene VIII is reminiscent of the 
short story 11 Death," al though her conversation with Dr. P.eefy is 
prolonged. She explains to him the continuing feud between the 
?New York Times Book Heview, November 14, 1937, p. 9. 
2 Scene VI, p. 96. 
9scene VI, p. 103. 
10 Scene VII, p. 120. 
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., 1 
nei~hbor and the alleyc3t3~-a feud which symbolizes the frustration 
of her own life and of the lives of those around her. Before ~liza-
b~th dies she confronts her husband ~ith the fact, known only to 
herself and Dr. Reefy, that George is not Tom's sor.. She dies in 
an atten:pt to kill her husoand so that he cannot succeed in making 
Goerge li~e himself. 
The epilogue (Scene IX), which takes place two or three years 
later in ~d Hanby's Saloon, has been called the best scene of the 
play because of the coxbination of irony and realism presentea. 12 
The majority of the ch~ractcrs are brought together again and we 
learn of their situations in life. Ed and Louise are ~~rried; 
George has left town and his writing is becoming well-known; Tom 
Willard has married a wealthy widow anci is repairing his hotel; and 
Parci val, the "rr.ystic and :;::·oet 11 sits in the saloon drinl\:ing and 
making speeches about drunkenness. Anderson saw Parcival as a man 
who v1an ted "above everythi:-ig else closeness t.o others, hur;.an broth-
erhood. The man is wiser ~han all the others about him, sees life 
nore clearly than the others, and this is what stands in the way 
cf the closeness he wants." 13 As all but Parcival rush out after 
receiving news that the new Willard House is afire, he address~s 
his 11 Alter· Ego 11 ·: 
".:!e are both too wise anci too stupid, Alter Ego. In 
spite of our wisdom we think too mucri. 0e get too much 
11 
. ' . t d t d An inciaen a ap e fro:n "l•iother." 
,2 
~ New York Times Book Review, p. 9. 
13T '-t 
....,e" ers, p. 305 • 
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in the way of our own dreams. Let's get back into the 
boat, Alter., Ego. 
[Ee d:-inks •. J 
As for these others all of them, God hel~ them all, Alter 
~go. They are all cau~ht as we are. They are all Christs 
and they will all be crucified. 
[I:e drinks.J 
!)rown it, man! Drown it. (Scene ·IX , pp. 163-164.) 
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To achieve unity of the separate scenes, Anderson has relied 
on the character of George ~illard almost as much as he did in the 
~incsbur~ tales. Willard, because of his newspaper job and because 
of his own adolescent adventures, is present or is mentioned, in 
every scene and thereby cre1ltes a link between the separate units. 
The author's main attempt to achieve unity, however, is the inser-
tion of short but forr.:idable interludes having to ci.o mainly with 
beci.roo:n chatter and thro\'1in; bottles at cats. In 111,:other, 11 of 
Vlinesburg, Ohio, the feud between Abner Groff the baker an<i a gray 
cat belonging to Sylvester West the ciruggist, . . ., wn:..c .. often evoked 
violc!1t contests, seemed to :2:lizabeth Willard "like a rehearsal o:f 
he~ own life, terrible in· its .. ' ,,14 viv:i.c.ness. In the play the out~ 
bursts directed toward a nut.J.ber of alleycats are an atte~::pt by the 
ba~er, Bun Grady, to relieve the anger arous~d by a scolding wife. 
His offstage battles wit.h his wife and with the cats begin between 
Scenes I and II and continue during and.between Scenes VII and VIII. 
Scene VIII ends with the sound of smashing glass accompanied by 
of a cat. Elizabeth Willard explains the feud to Dr. Reefy: 
The poor ~an, so angry all the time. He'd like to hurt 
his wife--to kiil ter. She scolds and scolds. Ste 
14
·,iinesbur;;::, Ohio, p. 28. 
_J 
never stops. When he gets angry at her she begins to 
cry. So he takes it out on the cats •••• You know, 
there are times when I sit here ••• and pray. I so 
want the poor man to have, at last, some day, before 
I die--his moment of triumph--the satisfaction of 
41 
killins, or hurtinr~ one of those cats. (Scene VIII, p. 12?.) 
Ironically, as Elizabeth dies, an exultant voice is heard from the 
alleyway: "God c::.amn--I ~at ~im--I ~at hiE 1 that ti.me." :::> 
Ander3on saici that Wir .. esburf) (F) itself 11is concerned primarily 
1 / 
with no particular person, that ti:le hero of the ple .. y is the town. "_b 
At the sar::ie ti!:le, in l:is rr~;otes on ?roci.uction, 11 includeci in ?lay;;;: 
Winesburg_ and Others, the Ll.ll'chor er:rpha.sizes that t.r,:.:s is to be "a 
play of charucter, tte atte~pt being ~ade to give each character 
full development. 1117 .Anaerson fails to do this, however. He is 
so familiar with the characters from his stories that he see~s to 
for~et that a reader or viewer of the play mi~ht not be able to 
fill in the bac~ground and motivation of a character with a si~i-
lar knowledge. There is a ~reat deal of enteri~g and exiting of 
characters without reason, and Anrierson attempts to project a great 
mariy people, in many cases v:i th no adec_uate preparo1tion. '::hey 
1ave to be accepted in such varying scenes and ffioods that we be-
:ome confused. Nor are we ever quite sure what the central thece 
>f the drar.1a is. 
Anderson wrote the Wincsbur.~ tales with the hope that 11 tr.ese 
ic:: ~Scene VIII, p. 144. 
1612tters, p. 305. 
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storieG told would, in the end, have the effect of breaking donn a 
little the curious se;arateness of so much of life, these walls we 
18 build up around us. 11 T!-'ce visitor in "Tandy" voices the underly-
ing emotion of the town. "I am a lover and have not found my thing 
to love. That is a big point, if y.ou know enough tc realize what 
I r.:ean. It makes my destruction inevitable, lO you see." 7 'lh:..s is 
the crux of Anderson's ~esa~~e. ~bile human understanding is so 
often disfigured and disjointed in the Jineabur~ stories, it is 
still ~ossible. The these of isolation gives the tales an inner 
unity and provides there with a universal quality. 
The characters of the stories, the lovers who have not found 
the objects of their love, are grotesques, who "personify to fan-
tastic excess a condition of psychic deformity which is the conse-
quence of some crucial failure in their lives, so~e aborted effort 
20 to extend their personalities or proffer their love." 'l'hey are. 
those "whose hur.",anity has. been o_utraged and who have had to sur-
. . . ' ' 1 ' d t . ' .,. ' b 1121 press tneir wisn to ove i:i or er o survive in v1::i.ne.s urg. 
Grotesqueness is, then, a re~nant of misshapen feeling, what one 
·character calls "the ff;1eet.nes::i of the twisted apples. 1122 Because 
George Uillard is not yet a grotesque, the others realize his ~oral 
freshness and flocl< to hi:;:. All seer:-: to believe thc.t he is "a 
lb 
.?erres, p. 15. 
p. 166. 
20.. 99 rtowe, p. • 
21 ' Ibid., p. 100. 
22,,.. b '1' . 
.iines urp:, ~· p. 20 • 
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young priest ~ho will renc~ the forgotten comxunal rites by which 
they may again be 
In the play, George ~hllal'd forfeits his role as "priest," for 
the other characters are not hrotesqucs and the search for hurean 
com~unication acems nearl~ forgotten. In the stories there is a 
muted., drea:-::-1.::..ke reD.li ty :hr0u;;h which the charucters move "in 
soft gray outlines as they [;oJ about their vague but poetic strus-
24 gle." On the s tugc, ho\·:ever, the ci:ar::.cters shed the qualities 
respor.sible for U1eir c:-1c;::-·;~., and 11 r2..nt and. rave in a bold anc fre-
quently e~barrassir.g rr.anner." 2j Ar.derson's dramatic version retains 
the taste--and distasteful~ess--of a small towr. in Ohio; but crude 
photography has re~laccd paintin~, and ti:e effect for ninesburg (F) 
is not good. 
P .. ndcrsor. 1 .s drav-::a tic a c.c-iptc.. ti on of ~,.,/in esbur,r~ has quali t~r, and 
it gets at least part of the w~y bac~ to the unusual book of shor~ 
stories. Jasper Deeter, of ~te Hedgerow Theatre, produced it with 
a sensitivity that indic~tes the play is not without possibilities. 
Deeter's personal enthusiasn, and the rustic setting of the ~he~ter 
probably contributed gre~tly to the successful perfor~ance; the 
play's fa~e might have been otherwise in a less intim~te theater. 
Nevertheless, '.'/ines'barg (.!-') was produced some forty tir.::es, from 
1934 to 193~, at the Hedgerow and, although it never wen~ to New 
Z3H~we, p. 102. 
24., ~heatre Arts Mo~thly, 
25Ib' , J.. a.. 
October, 1937, p. 824. 
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York, it was quite popular locally and becaree a permanent part of 
the theater's repertory. This is perhaps, after all, the best test 
of Anderson's playwritinG ability. 
A . I t 26 .. ' . Pl ''/' b d ("\ ,_ naerson s wo one-ac ... o.ramns in ays: . ines ur-.g ~ utners 
are as tightly-woven and concise as_Winesburg (P) is sprawling. 
The first of these, Mother, is not an adaptation of A~derson's short 
story with that title, but is a variation of one of the themes from 
Winesbur~ (P)--the situatio~ of a ~other who tries to be intelli-
gent and sympathetic when her young son is seduced by an older wo-
nan. The plot invclveG four frustr&ted ]eople: GeorLe Horton, the 
father, who would like to be a bigger nan than he is and is irri-
tated because his son has i~t2rited his weaknesses; Mary Horton, 
the mother, who regrets c;, :;,arriage v1hich is a failure, longs for 
·the freedom she :;,i~ht have used better, and atte~pts, at this late 
date, to be dominant chiefly to prove that she can; Mabel Clar~, 
the dress~aker, who has Made a compromise with nor~al inclinations 
by misbehaving with a boy; a:~d the boy, who unthinkingly slipped 
into a stupid liaison. 
The three main characters (the boy never appears) antl the 
situation in which they are placed could have, with only a few 
small changes, fitted into Vinesbur~ (P). George and ~ary Horton 
are recogr:izable as the \iillards, and Mabel Clark, although a less 
intelligent character here, is comparable to Belle Carpenter. The 
action is rc~iniscent o~ Scene II in which Elizabeth confronts 
26 . . f t' ,, l . 1 d ' ' t' 1 . T~e Triumnn o_ ne b~R, a so inc u ea in ne vo u~e, is a 
drama tiz;-;ion o.one by 2.::.yr:io::1d 0 'Neil in 1922. Since Anderson had. 
no part in its writin~, it will not be discussed here. 
_J 
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Belle with the story about her and George. 
Nether takes place in ~ary Horton's room in the hotel owned 
by her and her husband. George norton has lec.rned that his son 
Harry has been spendins time with an older woman, and it is rumored 
that she is pregnant. George's plan is to use his influence to get 
the boy to the city so that he can get a job and change his name. · 
Then "if she is goinp; to have a kid, as they sav ~ ' and Har:ry' s gone 
she'll blame so:;ieone else. She won't get him. 1127 '.I'he boy's mother 
cares little.for this idea, however, for she does not "want to make 
28 
a sneak out of him.'' She invites Mabel Clark up to her roox, but 
instead of facing the problem of which both women are aware, Mary 
pretends that the occasion is a social one. She confesses her envy 
of Mabel, who she sees ns "n proud, free, independent woman, 11 and 
she also hints of a relationship in he.r own past not unlike that 
existing between Mabel and Mary's son. Mabel, the stronger char-
actor, is suspicious, puzzled, and sure that Mary means her no good. 
She finally makes a hasty retreat, after promisi~g the pleading 
mother that she will "stick to Harry ••• be·his real friend 
t 11 h ... h. ...h 't tell hi·m. 112 9 e .im wings a mo~ er can 
Mother is distressingly naive. The characters do not come to 
grips with the problem presented, although they may think they do. 
'J"'° 
"- f P. 200. 
28P. 201. 
29r j:'. 214. 
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At the end they, and the viewer, are no.nearer a solution than at 
the bee;inning. 
The last one-act play in the collection is called They Harried 
Later and perhaps should have a P. S. prefixed to its title. It 
has never been acted and, inasmuch as the '.Setting is a chamber, and 
about half the dialogue is supposed to be overheard, coming from 
downstairs, it possibly never will be acted. 
The theme of the play is the effect on a bride and bridegroom 
of the drunken innuendoes of their wedding guests--including the 
bride's father. Miriam Grey has married Robert Forest, an inventor, 
because a previous love affair with a married man failed, and be-
cause there was no one else with whom she could get away from her 
father's schemes and money grabbing. The crudeness of the wedding 
guests (friends of her father's) has angered Miriam, but she gains 
no support from Laura, her mother, whose attitude is "all men are . 
like that." However, when Laura overhears her husband and a busi-
ness partner discussing how they will profit from this marriage, 
she tells her daughter: "If you are afraid, Hiriam, if you want 
to come away from it, now, tonight, even if you want to run away, 
I'll understand. 1130 
Hiriam decides she must stay, and so she awaits her husband. 
He is so humiliated and embarrassed by the men's insults that he 
leaves with no explanation. When Miriam finds the open window she 
ex~lts, 11 He couldn't. After all that vulgarity down there, he 
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couldn't. He isn't as they are. He is_ all ri6ht. I'll get him 
back. I ' 11 h 1 . 1131 ave a rea ~arriage. And she runs down the stairs 
calling, "Mother! Mother! It's all right. Mother! It's all 
32 
right." 
They Harried I,ater is a free adaptation of chapters sixteen 
thrc-u.c;h eighteen of Anderson's novel, Poor White. Anderson had 
previously worked on a lonr~ adaptation of. Poor \foi te, called Ttey 
Shall Be Free, which was never con:rJleted. He remarked, however, 
that he "did get, out of an attempt that failed, a very beautiful 
one-act ·play. 11 33 This is probably a reference to They Harried 
Later. Fro~ the novel Anderson added the character of Laura, the 
mother, and reworked the plot so that it is logical and unified, 
and not merely an excerpt from Poor White. Plotwise this is the 
best play in the volu~e. It has conflict and it carries one sit-
uation from the beginning when the crude voices are overheard, to 
the logical and natural ending when Hiriam happily realizes that 
she and her husband will truly be "married later." 
Textiles, published in William Kozlenko's Contem~orary One-
Act Plays (1938), is an or~inal radio play that was broadcast in 
1941 by The Theater Division of the Baltimore Museum of Art in 
connection with an exhibit at the Museum entitled "Design Decade. 11 
331etters, p. 353. 
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There is no record of when Anderson wrote this play, but in theme 
and content it reflects his interest in the machine and the problems 
of the mill workers, which reached its peak in 1930-1931. 
In his "Note for Director" attached to the play, Anderson in-
clicates that Textiles "is written as a kind of panorama of an in-
dustry. The idea is to use a chorus of men and women's speaking 
voices. 1134 There are no individual characters and no story or plot; 
it is "a short play that s:..ngs the song of the weavers, the cloth 
. ,,35 
maKers. 
The theme of ~extiles is the paradox of the machine--the force 
that has put so many workers out of their Jobs is the force which 
has, at the same time, provided them with a better living than ever 
in the past. Anderson himself had had this divided attitude, for 
he had once been "one of the outstanding little protesters against 
the machine age. 1136 Croaker (a croaking voice), who constantly 
warns throughout Textiles that "the machine will destroy you al1, 1137 
voices Anderson's past beliefs. In the thirties, however, he had 
a "change of heart," and began to realize that the machine, if 
controlled by man, can make a new age of plenty. This change is 
seen in Anderson's speech to the Danville workers on January 13, 
1931, in 0hich he urged them to look for something beyond their 
34,!/illiam Kozlenko, editor, Contemporary One-Act Plays (New 
Yor~, 1938), p. 5. 
35Ibid., P• 3. 
36 Lett er s, p. 207. 
37Contemporary One-Act Flays, p. 7 and following. 
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irm.1edia te need: 
Today when a worker surrenders, when he makes a sur-
rendor that further degrades hinself, he degrades all 
~en. You can't get away froffi it. In fighting this 
battle here you are not ii~hting for yourselves. You 
are fighting for humanity •••• It may be well that you 
are fightin8 to save civilization ••• 
There is a strugt,le going on here that far trans-
cends any local struggle. It is the struggle of all 
mankind against the do~inance of men by machines, or 
groups of men, who happi;n because they have r.10ney, to 
h . . ~o own t e machines •••• 
The women in Textiles voice this change in attitude toward the ma-
chine when they answer Croaker, who has urged that the machine be 
de-.s ":.royed: 
\"ie have come 
go back. 
out of ciar~ness and poverty. 
( p. 12. ) 
We cannot 
As drama, Textiles is sadly lackinB• In essence it has no 
setting, characters, plot, story, action, or conflict. Yet, as a 
dialogue it is effective. With good use of sound effects an~ a 
voice chorus, Anderson has portrayed the o~posing attitudes that 
h~ve always prevailed toward tho ~achine and pro~ress. On the one 
hand are those who see only the destructive power of the machine: 
The machine will destroy you all. 
Man has invented the loon. 
From the fir6t the loom has thrown can out of his work. 
When yoa rob a ~an of his work you destroy him. 
(p. 8.) 
The opfosite view, although cognizant of this destructive power, 
also sees the potential good in the machine. The workers, with 
help fror.1 others, will ente: the "age of pler.ty": 
38 Schevill, p. 2(3. 
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\Ale are the 
Vie want to 
'.";e are not 
\ 1Ve are not 
makers of 
help make 
afraid of 
afraid of 
cloth, of textiles. 
the age of plenty. 
y1ork. 
the factories, of the machines. 
Planners, plan for u0. (p. 21.) 
Three of Anderson's four published plays are adapted from 
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~arlier works, but Winesburg (P) is. nearest, at least superficially, 
to the original. Al though Anderson was trying only "to capture 
again the spirit -Of the tales, to make the play fit the spirit of 
the tales as regards time and place 1139 he also transfers episodes 
and characters from the original WinesburR and therefore makes 
comparison of the two works inevitable. The major criticism made 
by all the reviewers of the play was the most obvious one--it does 
not live up to the stature of the short stories. Unfortunately, 
an adaptation must always suffer when compared with its source. 
Eowever, much of the blame for the adverse criticism of the play 
must be placed upon Anderson. As Chapter III will indicate, 
Anderson lacked the dramatic technique to.make a stage version 
worthy of the original ~inesburg. 
38Plays: Winesburg and Others, p. viii. 
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Chapter III 
Anderson's Dramatic Technique: An Evaluation 
In his attempt to write plays Anderson failed to realize co~-
pletely two things: that there are major differences between prose 
and dramatic techniques and that dramatic prose is not always thea-
trical. Although the prose writer and the dramatist both work with 
the elements of story, characterization, and dialogue, the differ-
ing conditions under which they work effect differing treatments 
of these elements. The speed, compactness, and vividness of the 
drama as well as its impersonality, its co-operative nature, and 
its appeal to the group rather than to the individual bring about 
diff~rences which create the fundamental technique which distin-
1 guishes drarr.a from prose. 
The prose writer who does not fully consider the differences 
between the art of prose anci the art of drama will often fail to 
realize that not all dra~atic material is theatrical. The process 
of converting intrinsically dramatic material into a vehicle for 
the st~ie pri~<~rily involves the technique of playwriting. The 
pur~ose of this chapter is to analyze and evaluate the dramatic 
techniques which Anderson used ·to adapt prose rr.a terial (whose 
dramatic quality was attested by friends) into a form fitted to 
the use of the theater. 
The technique of the dramatist has been defined by one of 
1George ~ierce ~aker, Dramatic Technicue (New York, i947), 
p. 14. 
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America's most successful playwrights as "his ways, methods, and 
devices for gettinG his de.sired er.ds. 112 For this reason, an eval-
uation of Anderson's dramatic techni~ue should begin with a state-· 
ment of his dramatic purpose. Unfortunately, Anderson never set 
dbwn, nt length, such a statement; but by compiling a number of his 
random remarks on the theater, one may gain insight into what he 
was trying to do in his plays. 
The plays in Plays: Winesburg and Others are free adaptations 
of Anderson's earlier prose works. In dramatizing them, he did not 
try to follow the exact pattern of the originals, but rather wanted 
to retain only their spirit. The first consideration in writing 
a play was, to Anderson, the portrayal of character. $tructure, 
setting, and plot were all to be subordinate to it. To d~velop 
the characters fully, the settings were simplified and the scenes 
(of the full length play) moved rapidly so that all emphasis woul~ 
be on the people. Anderson believed that plot must confer~ to the 
characters presented. He disliked dramatists who "sold' out" their 
created people: 
.•• There was some problem of life stated [in the pla'JJ .• 
The dramatist had gotten certain people onto the stage. 
They made on your mind a certain impression. neing 
what they were, they would, under certain conditions, 
act so and so. · 
. But they ~idn't. They must 3it into the plot then, 
into a certain framework. • . • 
Anderson did not want his characters to "perform to schedule." He 
2r· . d ~-, P• 1. 
35herwood Anderson, ~nnublished Xanuscrint, ca. 1935., p. 2. 
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felt it a betrayal when "you can take a man, who, after you have 
built him up, turns out to be a fellow who could not possibly shoot 
anyone, and make of hirr., with a few words, a killer. 114 Plot, then, 
was unimportant to Anderson because he believed that, if emphasized, 
5 
"You inevitably made the plot domin;;i.te the people." 
These are general purposes for dramatic writing, but, according 
to- Baker, an author should also have in mind a specific idba or 
theme for each play he writes. In the dramatic evolution from 
main idea to story to plot, the key for the successful playwright 
is selection. In \'/ine.:>nurf; (:?) in particular, Anderson suffers 
from the inability to select a the~r.e or central id.ea v:hich corr;.'UUni-
cates itself obviously to tr.e audience. Since Anderson saia tr.at 
the play was to repeat the spirit and theme of the original, is 
one to assu~e that this is about George Willard's developing sensi-
tivity? Or, is it a treatise on human loneliness and isolation, 
as was the original wor~1c Is the play simply a character stuciy 
and if so, to which character does the play belong? Or, as Ander-
son once indicated to Jasper Deeter, is this aimply the story of 
a town told through its people? 7 Whatever was forecast in Ander-
son's cind was never clear, and the audience comes away free the 
play some0h3t confused and dissutisficd. 0 
4 Ib- -
__.:!:.£. ' 
, 
P· 1. 
°Ferres, pp. 373, 37b, and 413. 
7Le~te~s, p. 305. 
8 New York Herald Tribune Books, October 31, 1937, p. 22. 
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With his purpose clearly in mind, the dramatist next selects 
his characters. A~ong all the possible people who might be the 
main :i~ure in accomplishinp, his purpose, he picks the one rr.ost in-
teresting to him, or the one who he believes will most interest his 
p~blic. From all the people who might surround his central figure 
he chooses the few who wilJ best accomplish his purpose. 9 Because 
Anderson seemingly did not have his central idea firmly in mind, 
he had difficulty choosin~ one main figure, and he included too 
many supporting characters. George Willard, by virtue of his ap-
pearance in nearly all the scenes of the play would seem to be 
Anderson's choice for the ~a~n character. However, because Ander-
son presents about twenty episodes in the play which are linked. 
rr.ainly by the recurrence of the thirteen characters, it is easy to 
lose sight of George as the central figure and begin to view him 
simply as a unifying element. 
Whether a writer conceives his situations or his characters 
first, he must eventually decide on a story ~nd a plot. In drama, 
the story is what a play boils down to when one tries to tell a 
friend briefly what it is about. The plot, however, involves r:.ore. 
It is a process of noldin~ the story--by proportioning and empha-
sizing--s~ that the playwright's purpose is fulfilled. In Anderson's 
never-completed plays such as Dark Lau~hter and The Mississip~i 
there is a definite disre~ard for plot, even for story. He con-
ceived these in terms of epic dramas and placed great emphasis 
9-:-<-'re.,.. p ::-o 
.Lu''" ~ ' , • ,, • 
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on sound and visual effects; only as an afterthoucht did he realize 
that he needed story and nlot to portray his theme and characters 
to carry the action. 
Since most of Anderson's plays are adaptations of earlier 
works, he began his play~riting wit~ his stories already made. The 
de:::ands of plot stipulated, however, that he select from the numer-
ous events and reflections in the stories those items which had a 
certain unity, which pointed to a certain end, which had a common 
interrelationship. Winesbura (P) lacks a strong plot because Ander-
son was una~le to narrow down the number of items far enough. Con-
sequently, the two or three threads of interest and activity to 
which a well-ordered plot should be li~ited are far exceeded. The 
major relationships presented, involving Doctor Reefy and Elizabeth 
Willard, Louise Trunion and George Willard, Louise and Ed Hanby, 
Tom and Elizabeth Willard, Belle Carpenter and George, Belle and 
Banker White, Helen ~hite u~d George, are not the only ones por-
trayeti. Other less ireportant activities, such as the story of Joe 
Wellinc, are also present. These ada little to the play; in fact, 
they weaken it. In a closely-knit plot the removal of one inci-
dent might bring the whole structtire down, as if an important prop 
v1ere moved from the scaffolding of a building. In Winesburg (F), 
however, the removal of an incident--either major or minor--woula 
leave si~ply a gap. 
In l!,otr,er and Thc;r Viarriecl Later Anderson adheres to the es-
sentials of one-act play construction, and presents a more tightly-
kni t plot and has in 'each a s·ingle climax. The plot of Ho ther is 
_J 
the weaker of the two, for there is little conflict between the 
characte!'s and there is nothing resolved in the end. They .l~arried 
Later is probably the best plotted of all Anderson's plays because 
the situation portrayed coves from a beginning (the voices and con-
~ersation of the drunken guests overheard from downstairs) through 
a lo(~ically relE;ted sequence to a logical and natural out.come Vihen 
Miriam discovers that her husband is not like her father and the 
other :::en. 
After the story and plot have been chosen through a process 
of selection and elimination, the dramatist must turn to the arrange-
+ ~ "'. t . 1 10 menv 01 Ii1S ma eria • Because Anderson did not more carefully 
select the incidents to be used in Winesbur~ (?), he could not 
easily assibn the tradition~i three, four, or five acts to his play. 
To avoid such major proble~s in proportioning his diverse material, 
he fell back upon the makeshift device of scenes. Each of the 
nine scenes is·a separate unit, but by using numerous exits and 
entrances, Anderson can work in three or four incidents in a scene. 
For example, Scene V relatea incidents involving George anci Fred, 
Georce and Joe, George and Tom, and George and 2lizabeth. The 
incidents achieve unity because the setting remains the same and 
because George is involved throughout the scene. Although ~nderson 
unifies each scene in simil~r Viays, the overall effect is not good. 
The nine divisions seem arbitrary and do not always fulfill the 
purpose of such divisions--to lead the audience on to the next 
_J 
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scene a:::-.d, above all, to t.!1e enciins. 
By utilizing the f~neral of the town drunk to gather the towns-
peo~le in Scer.e I, Anderson shows a realization of the priaiary de-
sire of a dramatist beginnin§ to arrange his material--to create 
interest as soon as possible. Ande~son has correctly assumeci that 
neither striking dialoeue nor stirring situation is necessary here. 
What is necessary is that the audience understand, as quickly as 
possible, who his characters are, the time of the play, where his 
characters are, and what in the present and past relations of his 
people causes the story. Anderson depends on the theater program, 
and perh~ps the costumes of the characters, to set the time of the 
play as su~mer, 1900; but through setting and dialo6ue the audience 
im~ediately realizes that the characters are gathered at the dines-
burg ce:~etery. Of the thirteen characters listed on the program 
only Elizabeth Willard, a semi-invalid, is not introduced at the 
funeral. A few characters at a time separate themselves from the 
group and begin to talk. In the process, the foundation is laid 
for all the relationships (except the love 0£ ilizabeth Will~rd and 
Dr. Reefy) which will develop in later scenes. Altho~gh the ~res­
ence of the twelve characters, a few unnamed men and wo~en, and 
voices from offstage may produce a cluttered effect on sta5e, 
Anderson has performed well a primary function of the first act. 
The audience learns at the cemetery who the people are with whon:; 
the play is to be concerned and their relationship to each other. 
Aa the scenes pro~resG and the relationships develop, it is 
obvious that e~ch scene is a separcte unit and that, althou0h 
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interestin~ i~self, it does not lead the audience on to its immeui-
ate successor. Anderson haG utilized several things, but mainly 
the repetition of characters, to achieve unity and link the indi-
vidual scenes. George Wil~ird becomes a major link because his 
~osition as town reporter Justifies. his presence in many instances 
and because he is personally involved with about half of the char-
acters. 
In attempting to link the nine scenes of the play, Anderson 
haD used one of his favorite theatrical techniques--off-stase sound 
effects. Just as O'Neill used a background of drumbeats of increas-
ing intensity to frame Jones' descen~ into primitivism in The 
Emperor Jones, Anderson uces soufids between the scene shifts. 
His are humble, however: a husband and wife quarreling, a man try-
ing to maim or ~ill the alley cats wi~h which he has a continual 
feud, the off-stage voices of girls or boys, a phonograph record 
playin[:; a sor.g that is pDrticularly appropriate to the clo.sing or 
befinnins of the scene, and the sound of horbes' hoofs. Except 
for :he off-stage battles with the cats (which Zlizabeth \'/illard 
explains in Sc.one VIII as the symbol of the rnan' s frustration in 
life), theae sounds, although effective as such, have little re-
lation to the contents of the scenes which they introduce or end. 
They are essentially an artificial device to link ~he scenes, 
which have little inherent ui~ity. 
Anderson's two one-act plays ?assess the unity 6emanded of 
~· . . ~ ~ 
.. ::eir ror·m, ana ~hey are structurally superior to ~inesbur~ (?). 
McthPr is less effec:ive because Anderson chose a situation which 
L ____ _ 
was complete and could. be l:~1ndled e&sily, but wfiich really lea as 
nowhere and has little sisnificance out of the context of ~inesburg(f) 
Except for the expos.i..tor:.1 section of They Married Later, mos"t; of 
which is overhearti from beloN stairs, this is a good play techni-
cally. It posGesses sin~leness of impression and situation and con-
centrates its inte~est on one character. The situation develops 
logically to the climax (when Hobert iorest runs away from his 
bride) ~nd has an endin~ th~t is satisfactory to the audience. In 
st or t, They Earrie d Later is as tigh tly-~ni t as Winesburg (:.;) is 
ra::-; bling-. 
Although Winesburg (F) is divided into nine scenes, the pro-
gram labels the last as an epilo~ue. Andersoil does not give the 
word epiloP.;ue its historical use--"verse or prose spoken in front 
of the curtain ••• at an end of the play, in order to win or in-
f • l ... ~ t If 11 tensi_y sy~pat1y ~or •• Rather, with an increasing sense of 
dra~atic technique, he tries by nomenclature to emphasize· the dif-
ference he discerns in the relationship of this division to the 
eight preceding sceneG. ~lthough Anderson uses the name epilo~ue 
interchangeably with .scene--in the body of the play it is labeled 
Scene IX--this division does assu~e some of the functions of the 
traditional epilo~;ue. .Primarily it serves to ansv;er the inevitable 
question of the audience at the end of the eighth scene: Nhat 
happened to the characters afterward? Anderson also tries to re-
late the main play ~o larger values by bringing back the character 
ll~H d ~ 148 ·, 1.)• • 
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of Dr. Parcival and his plea: 
As for these others all of them, God help them all, 
Alter Eso. They are ~11 caught as we are. They are 
60 
all Christs and they will be crucified. (Scene IX, p. 16~.) 
The techniques ir~volved in the arrange::-.ent of dramatic ~:1aterial 
should all lead toward one end--the.effective presentation of char-
acter. For Anderson this was the most important element i~ play-
writing, and it is true that for ultimate convincingness no play 
can rise above its characterization. For the practical purposes 
of the dramatist, character "may be defined as a co1:1plex of in-
tellectual, emotional, and nervous habits 1112--sorr.e innate and some 
teDperamental. Characters may be presented in a number of ways. 
Anderson sometimes has one character describe another. This 
can be an effective device as lone as it is n~tural and the char-
acter speaking is not simply a mouthpiece for the dramatist. When 
'Belle Carpenter tells about her affair with George--a scene that 
would be awkward to stage because it occurred out of the time 
scheme of the play--the audience gains an insight into his char-
acter that is most effective because of who relates the incident. 
In Scene III, however, when George relates in detail Parcival's 
philosophy that all men are Christs and are crucified, Parcival 
enters immediately after George's speech. Here, the character of 
Parcival, so liked by Anderson,would have been perceived. more viv-
idly by his own actions and speech. Action, the best method of 
character portrayal is combined with description by another 
12 .. 1 · • h Pl ··1 • . ~i liam ilrC er, oy-raKing: A Manual of Crafts~anship 
(New York, 1960), p. 245. 
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character and io thus weakened. For exa~ple, in the feud between 
the nei~hbor and the cats, Elizabeth explains the full significance 
of the man's actions. The effectiveness of the man's frustrated 
battles as a unifying element would have been heightened if the 
~udience.could have gleaned their significance from his actions 
alone. 
'Ihe proper development:'· of a .personality .is a major aspect of 
good characterization. This development implies not necessarily a 
change, but rather an unveiling or disclosure. A dramatic crisis 
ought to disclose latent qualities in the characters chiefly con-
cerned in it, and at the end should show more about the person than 
he himself or his best friend would have known in the beginning. 
Judged by these standards Anderson, who was attempting to write a 
"play of character, 11 was not successful. Anderson's people display 
two or three characteristics when they are first introduced, and 
then keep on repeating themselves. Parcival is revealed as the 
philosopher who pities man~ind, and he remains the same until the 
last scene; Elizabeth Willard is introduced as a physically weak 
woman who can be very strong to protect her son and she stays the 
same •. In her final scene she dies trying to kill her husband in 
order to save her son. And so on down the list of characters. 
Anderson did: not develop a single character as he had ~lanned be-
cause, for one reason, he simply tried to project too many char-
acters. They appear in so many scenes and incidents that eventu-
ally neither the playwright nor the audience has time to follow a 
character through a logical development. 
_J 
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Anderson does not delve into the psychology of his characters; 
he does not explore their personalities nor brin~ new knowledge of 
the human personality to the knowledge and comprehension of the 
audience. Rather, he engages in character-drawing--that is, the 
presentation of human nature in its, commonly recognized, under-
stood, and accepted aspects. 
Still, character-drawing is not necessarily inferior to psy-
chological expioration; if Anderson did not venture into_the un-
troaden fields of character, he at least presented a group of 
people recognizable to the audience. 
The main technique for effective characterization is proper 
motivation of the characters so that the conduct of a person seems 
to grow out of his personality. Although Anderson's characters 
have verisimilitude and do not commit actions which jar our senses, 
we cannot always fully understand their personalities from the te~t 
of the play. Questions come into the reader's mind: What in 
Parcival's experience has made him a philosopher who pities man-
kind? How or why did Dr. Reefy and Elizabeth Willard become lovers? 
Why does Seth ~ichmond behave so abominably toward George? The 
answers to these and other questions posed by the relationships 
between characters would provide valuable clues to why these people 
act as they do. Some of this background information could be 
supplied by a knowledge of the stories of Winesburg, ~' but no 
dramatist can depend on his audience having such knowledge~ Al-
though the characters of .'.iinesburg (P) are engaged in believable 
actions, we are not wholly prepared by Anderson for these actions. 
_J 
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Rather, the characters seem to be nearly the creatures of a parti-
cular situation into which he has thrust them. 
Only after the plot has been planned in detail and the char-
acters are fully conceived is the playwright ready to execute his 
play in dialogue. This is the characteristic which most distin-
guishes a play from other forms of literature and it is "the quality 
which gives a play life and magnetism. 1113 
Anderson had special dialogue problems in Winesburg (F) since 
( 
the orieinal dialogue of the short stories, with its accompanying 
narrative description, was often not suitable for literal transla-
tion to the stage. An example of this is seen by comparing an epi-
sode from "An Awakening".' and the corresponding adaptation in Scene 
VII of Winesbur~ (P). In the short story, George Willard is walk-
ing with Belle Carpenter (Luise Trunion in the play): 
Belle Carpenter did not resist. When he kissed her 
upon the lips she leaned heavily against him and looked 
over his shoulder into the darkness •. In her whole atti-
tude there was a suggestion of waiting. • • • 
••• As in the vacant lot, -by the laborers' houses, 
he had put up his hands in gratitude for the new power 
in himself and was waiting for the woma~ to speak when 
Ed Hanby appeared. 
The bartender did not want to beat the boy, who he 
thought had tried to take his woman away. He knew that 
beating was unnecessary, that he had power within nim-
self to accomplish his purpose without using his fists. 
Gripping George by the shoulder and pulling him to his 
feet, he held him with one hand while he looked at 
Belle Carpenter seated on the grass. Then with a quick 
wide movement of his arm he sent the younger man sprawl-
ing away into the bushes and began to bully the woman, 
who had risen to her feet. "You're no good," he said 
l3Roger M. Busfield, The PlaywriGht's Art (New York, 1958), 
p. 122. 
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roughly. "I've half a mind not to.bother with you. I'd 
let you rilone if I didn't want you so much •••• 
Three times the young reporter sprang at ~d Hanby and 
each time the bartender, catching him by the shoulder, 
hurled him back into the bushes •••• George Willard's 
head struck the root of a tree and he lay still. Then 
Ed Hanby l~ok ~elle Carpenter by the arm and marched 
her away. 
In the play George and Louise are talking when 
Ed 
Suddenly she throws her arms around George's neck 
and falls against him, clinging to him. George 
is beside himself with embarrassment. He takes 
hold of her arms and tries to pull them from about 
his neck. At this moment Ed Hanby enters. He 
rushes upon the two people. He grabs Louise's arm 
and jerks her away from George. Ed turns to face 
George and Louise draws away. She laughs 
To George 
Damn you, you smart aleck kid •••• This is ~y 
girl you're monkeying with, here. I've been 
waitin' to catch somebody monkeyin' with her. So 
you're hanging around, trying to get gay with her. 
Suddenly Ed's fist shoots out. He hits George and 
he goes sprawling 
George He is furi.oun and begins to.cry 
Ed 
But I didn't ••• I didn't. 
Ed stands over George and when George gets to his 
feet, .Ed knocks him down again 
It's a damn lie ••• 
He gets to his feet and rushes furiously at Ed. 
George is beside himself with anger no·~; and each 
'time he rushes Ed, the bartender slings him aside. 
Finally Ed knocks GeorF,e down. He lies still on ' 
the ground--knocked out 
Turning to Louise and advancing on her 
And you tool 
gonna get you! 
I told you! I want you, and I'm 
You can't monkey, with me! 
14,,/. b 
, ines urg, Ohio, PP• 225-226. 
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He grabs Louise by the shoulder and shakes her. 
With his big fist he slaps her and knocks her down. 
Louise is crying. She springs at Ed Hanby and 
tries to bite and scratch him. She is helpless in 
his hands. He flings her to the ground and stands 
over her. 
Are you going to, or ain't you? 
She lies still a moment and then a smile comes 
through her tears. She rises and suddenly grows 
tender. Ed steps back and Louise goes to him, 
throwing her arms about his neck. He takes her 
rather gently into his arms. He looks over to-
ward George, who is lying still on the ground 
He'll be all right. I didn't want to hit the 
kid, but I can't have any·monkey business about 
you any more. 
He turns toward Louise and with his hand he 
turns her face up toward his 
Are you gonna behave? 
Louise 
Yes Ed, I'll behave. 
Ed 
No more foolin' around? 
Louise 
Ed 
Ed 
No, no more. 
Well, we might as well get going. You're 
mine. now. I'm gonna marry you right away. I'm 
gonna go get the license. I'm gonna make a good 
woman of you--my woman ••• see! 
Oh, Ed 1 
They stand for a moment embracing. Louise is very 
humble now. Ed kisses her~ He goes to George, 
who is lying on his face on the ground, and turns 
him over. George half sits up · 
Oh, hell, you're all right. 
(Scene VII, PP• 117-119.) 
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As in many of the Winesburg stories, there is little actual 
dialogue in "An Awakening." In the stage adaptation Anderson often 
skirts the issue of changing narration to dialogue by relying heav-
ily upon stage directions to set the mood for the characters. 
Anderson's narration in the stories. was influenced by the "literary" 
language of eighteenth and nineteenth century novels and by the 
poetic language of the Bible which provided a quaintness that 
heightened the grotesque quality of the charbcters. However, the 
dialogue of the play--couched in ordinary, everyday language--
brings the characters out of the shadows and thereby destroys much 
of their appeal. In this respect the dialogue·contributes much to 
the destruction of the spirit of the original stories. 
Anderson has attempted to produce realistic dialogue in his 
plays, but his characters often speak in the form of conversation 
rather than in the heightened, selected speech that is the actuai 
basis of realistic dialogue. Many times the reproduction of exact 
conversation does not reveal character and situation, and, for 
this reason, Anderson must rely upon stage di-rections to fill in 
information that the dialogue does not include. 
Anderson attempted to reproduce the informal and colloquial 
speech of' Midwesterners in his dialogue, and he did not make the 
mistake of utilizing the current slang of the period and thereby 
dating the play. Occasionally profanity or words then tabu appear, 
but Anderson used these, not for shock effect, but because they 
_J 
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are suitable to the character portrayed. 15 
In answer to the question "Could Sherwood Anderson write sue-
cessfully for the theater?" Jasper Deeter replied, "Yes. In this 
play fginesbur0 he did so very successfully. 1116 Although the 
play was popular when done in Deeter's theater, Anderson lacked the 
technical ability to make it a work that would be significant in 
drareatic literature. 
Anderson's main fault in Winesburg (P), his major play, re-
sulted from an over faniliarity with his sources. Because of this 
it was difficult for him to be selective enough in choosing inci-
dents and characters to present. This, and the fact that he seems 
hazy_ about his purpose, gives the play an overall vagueness that 
is dissatisfying to the audience. 
The abundance of episodes and characters presented points out 
another technical difficulty involved in Winesburg (P)--the achi~ve-
ment of unity. Anderson uses devices such as character repetition 
and sound effects to do this, but he is not ~ntirely successful. 
Anderson was most interested in character portrayal; but, here 
again, he was not completely successful. His people remain the 
same throughout the play, and they are not always properly motivated. 
lj Jasper Deeter recalls an incident during a Hed gar ow pro-
duction of Winesburg (P) when an irate father removed his young 
daughter fror:i the theater after the line, "Did you ever have a 
piece'?" (Scene IV, p. 59.) Anderson, sitting nearby, was deeply 
hurt by this and insisted that, in future productions, Deeter 
change the line to "Did you ever have a girl?" 
16
rnterview with Jasper Deeter, May 26, 1967. 
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Anderson does not delve into the psychology of his characters as 
he does in the short stories, but, at the same, he creates identi-
fiable people who speak in a colloquial dialogue. If Anderson has 
lost the grotesques of the old Winesburg, at least he has presented 
~ gallery of small town characters recognizable to the audience. 
Conclusion 
Anderson's interest in playwriting reached its peak in the 
thirties with the publication of his major play, Winesburg, Ohio, 
an uduptntion of his short story collection, and three other short 
plays. Winesburg (F) was produced with some success by Jasper 
Deeter of the Hedgerow Theatre in Pennsylvania. Deeter had found-
ed the Hedgerow as an answer to the long-run policy of the commer-
cial theater which often made the actor's job humdrum repetition 
rather than creative art. It was was not an experimental theater 
as such, but often, as in Anderson's case, the actors performed 
plays which were known not to be first rate artistically, but 
l 
which were interesting for other reasons. 
Although Winesburg (P) was optioned by the Th~ater Guild, it 
never reached New York--partly because of the indifference of the 
commercial stage to experimentation. An analysis of the relation-
ship of Anderson's plays to the major trends in American drama of 
the thirties indicates that they were not material for the commer-
cial theater. Winesbur~ (P), in particular, was nearly an anach-
ronism and Anderson's special brand and presentation of Americanism 
was not in style at the time.· 
The fundamental optimism of the twenties produced a multitude 
of plays and stimulated experiments with forms and ideas, but 
Robert Spiller in The Literar~ History of the United States narrows 
the most influential trends down to four. These four trends, 
1 John c. Wentz, The Hedgerow Theatre: An Historical Study 
(University of Pennsylvnni a) unpublis.t1ed Fh. D. Dissertation, 19~4. 
r;o 
developed during the thirties when Anderson's interest in drama was 
at its peak, are as follows: 
1. s. N. Behrman's development of a comic style not 
wholly different from that of his predecessor Rachel 
Crothers or his contemporary Philip Barry, but seem-
ing to be more consciously aware of the problem of 
adapting conceptions of the nature of comedy to the 
circumstances of American life; 
2. the attempt on the part of several otherwise diverse 
writers to develop a dramatic form in which symbo-
lism and fantasy definitely replace the realistic 
method; 
3. Maxwell Anderson's experiments with tragedy which, 
unlike those of O'Neill, assume that verse is nec-
essary if the highest effects are to be achieved; 
4. the work of Clifford Odets as representing the most 
successful.cultiv~tion of the play intended to2 fur-ther a definite political and social ideolo;y. 
The first two of these trends have little to do with Anderson's 
plays, but there is evidence that he was interested in the poetic 
and political aspects of the drama. 
Max~ell Anderson (no relation to Sherwood Anderson) began 
building his dramatic reputation when he and Laurence Stallings 
collaborated on the realistic What Price Glo:t•y?, the sensation of 
the 1924 theat~r season. P~derson wrote oth~r plays--some serious, 
some light comedy-dramas--but in 1930 he revealed an entirely r.ew 
style in 'the formal trugedy in verse, Elizabeth the Queen. Al-
though he later wrote plays of diverse types, it is probably with 
the formal tragedy that his name is most often associated. His 
2Robert E. Spiller, et. al., The Literary History of the 
United States (New York, 1963), p. 1320. 
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plays of this kind include, besides the_first just mentioned., Mary 
of Scotland (1933), Valley Forge (1934), Winterset (1935), Key 
Largo (1939), and 1£.£ Eve of St.-~ (1942). · 
Two serious criticisms were often made of his work; one was 
that his verse, while speciously poetic, was too often inflated, 
banal, and monotonous; the other was that by choosing traditional 
subjects and also treating them traditionally, Anderson did not 
create genuinely modern tragedy. It must be admitted, however, in 
response to the first criticism, that his verse was at least thea-
trically practicable and tha~ it was understandable and acceptable 
to a modern audience. Anderson himself replied to the second charge 
when he wrote Winterset, based on the Sacco-Vanzetti case, and de-
monstrated the possibilities of lyricism and tragedy in a modern 
story of crime and detection set in the New York slums. 3 
l-i&xwell Anderson was the only conspicuously successful dram~-
tist except O'Neill who .persistently wrote. tragedies in the first 
forty years of the twentieth century. Compa~isons between the two 
playwrights are inevitable, but the men differ greatly except in 
their general aim to revive formal tragedy in the modern theater. 
Anderson won success more easily than O'Neill; he more easily 
adapted himself to the requirements of the modern stage, and he 
showed the verbal facility that O'Neill lacked. Anderson repre-
sents one aspect of a movement which seemed, before the interruption 
of World War II, likely to achieve plays richer and more intense 
4 
than the mere problem play. 
Sherwood Anderson had been convinced by his friend Jacques 
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Copeau, the internationally known artist-director, that the scenic 
life of a play should not be ·paramount, as in the Broadway theater, 
b~t should be subordinate to the poetic drama. It is evident in 
the plans for Anderson's unpublished plays that he found it diffi-
cult to think in terms of theatrical form. He often planned dramas 
with epic themes witho~t characters to carry the action. And in 
'Ninesburg (P) "the mythological background of the small town is 
cramped and confined instead of expanded as in the book. 115 Textiles, 
Anderson's short radio play, is an example of his conception of 
poetic drama. However, it offers very little dramatically and 
falls far short of other productions written specifically for ra-
dio, such as Norman Garwin's semi-documentary plays which utilized 
a speaking choir and Archibald MacLeish's outstanding play The 
Fall of the City (1937),. which employed a recitative verse. 
"Art is a weapon" was a frequently heard sloga;:i in the thirties 
and for a while the theatrical scene was seemfngly do~inated by 
the Theatre Union, the leftish Group Theater, and the various units 
of the Federal Theater. None of these has survived, however, and 
of the plaiwrights who wrote for them, only one, Clifford Odets, 
earned a notable place in the theater. 6 
4rb·. 
. 1.d. ' p. 1323 • 
5schevill, P• 316. 
6
spiller, p. 1327. 
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Although s. N. Behrman and Maxwell .Anderson, along with Elmer 
. Rice and John Howard Lawson, responded to the changed political 
atmosphere following the crash of 1929, it was Odets who became 
"the Golden Boy of Depression cirama. 117 He was the angry young man 
of his day who representea a new generation forced to come to grips 
with fundamental social and political questions. He voiced the 
dclimma of a society frustrated by economic brea~down and he of-
fered a faith in the possibilities of a new world. The critical 
acclaim which hailed Odets as a major dramatist began in 1935· 
That year he had five plays produced, four of them on Broadway: 
Waitinp; for Lefty, Till the Day.! Die, Awake and Sing!, and Para-
dise Lost. 
Odets, for all his leftist ties and sympathies, is not always 
a complete or consistent Marxist. It is because he is more artist 
that propagandist that his plays have greater vitalit~ than other 
plays of the type. His. virtues as a dramatist are great. His 
portraits of the little people of the bourgeois world come alive 
on the stage with the aid of his great gift for dialogue, and his 
humor arises out of his characters' personalities. Odets' concern 
with love is unusual in proletariat drama. This passion is often 
shown as finding fulfillment only after breaking sentimental or 
conventional shackles. Through love Odets' characters often ex-
perience personal conversion--not unlike religious conversion--
which leads to full realization or action. This is characteristic 
7Gerald Rabkin, Drama and Commitment: Politics in the 
American Theatre of the 'l'hirti'es (Bloomington, 19bLJ.),p. 169. 
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of the reforming moverr.ent of the thirties and probably accounts for 
much of the leftism in his pl~ys. 8 
Textiles is the only play by Anderson which is based on an 
awareness of the changing economic scene in his time. THis was 
the result of Anderson's sympathy with the workers at the Danville 
strike in 1930 and his admiration of the communists for their sup-
port of the strikers. Although he felt close to the idea of com-
munism, his doubts about mixing his writing with politics can be 
seen in Textiles. He believed that writing should reflect social. 
problems, as this play does, but he could not justify 11 "the though"t 
that a writer could transform himself into the situ~tion of the 
worker. 119 As always, Anderson's concern was for humanizing, not 
communizing, the social system. For this reason Textiles does not 
seem to be the blatant left wing propaganda that many plays of 
the thirties are. 
Social criticism is evident in Anderson's one-act play '.i'hey 
.Married Later, but again it is the "new gods--rr.oney powt:r, imperi-
alism, industrialism1110 that he abhorred, and not just the capi-
talistic control of them. Miriam's criticism of her i 1ndustrialist 
father. and his friends is a typical theme from the twenties (~ 
White, fr'om which 'l'hev .Married Later was adapted was published in 
1920) when criticism was often directed toward materialism anci the 
0 Alan s. Downer, Fifty Years of American Drama 190C-1950 
(Chicago, 19)1), P• 173· 
9schevill, p. 232. 
10Howe, p. 220. 
7.5 
gospel of success. 
In light of the vigorous propaganda plays of the time, ~ines-
burp; (P) seems almost milci and nostale;ic. An actor who once per-
formed with the Hedgerow group mentioned the play in an open letter 
to Jasper Deeter in which he urged that Deeter use the theater as 
an artistic force in the revolutionary movement instead of perform-
ing plays in a vacuum. "You cannot use your theatre and your ability 
to produce pap • • • and r~pect yourself or your art. V/inesburg;, 
Ohio may seem vigorous to you in the isolatio~ of lovely Rose Valley 
11 but it is not enough." 
It was Copeau who tal:rnd to Anderson about writing of k:lerica 
and American life as portrayed in Winesburg. Although An~erson ful-
ly realized the crisis in the political and economic life of the 
thirites, he wrote in the New Masses that "revolutionists will get 
the most help out of such men as myself not by trying to utilize 
[us] as writers of propaganGa but in leaving us free as possible 
to strike, by our stories out of American li~e, into the deeper 
12 facts." By taking this attitude Anderson removed himself from 
the most outspoken part of the drama of the thirties--the propa-
ganda plays. 
An ex~mination of Anderson's plays reveals that they are out-
side the main stream of the theater of the thirties. However, 
Anderson's relative failure in the theater ~lso resulted from his 
~ ' 
.;__.Curt Conway, "An Open Letter to Jasper Deeter," New Theatre, 
December, 19~4, P• 18. 
12H 
.owe, p. 221. 
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own misconceptions about drama and his lack of skill in the use of 
dramatic techniques. In many of his plans for plays that were not 
cor.;pleteci he showed an inability to think in terms of sta'ge practi-
cal:...ties. He admitted that he had· difficulties with structure, and 
this is most a7arent in \'Jinesburg; .(P). His choice of episodes and 
characters from the short stories is not selective enough; the re-
sult is a work that needs better unity, some shortening, and the 
tempo speeded up. The major criticism of the adaptation is that 
in it Anderson violated the spirit of the original--both in the 
action of some of the scenes and in the characters thexselves. 
Anderson's interest in tne theater, which was most apparent 
in the thirties, was evidently motivated, not from an urgent crea-
tive desire to write for the stage, but from a desire to reclaim 
his failing reputat~on by having done a successful play. It is 
for this reason, perhaps ~ore than any other, that he chose to 
adapt rather than to create for the stage. Because his adaptations 
were inferior both to their sources and to other plays being writ-
ten at that time, Anderson was unable to establish a significant 
position in American drama. 
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